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Groyne structures are widely used all over the world for the purposes of controlling longshore currents 
and slowing down the rate of sediment transport along coast lines. The limited previous studies in this 
area have led to unfit designs and installations of these structures. The history of the Durban coastline 
highlights challenges concerning the use of these structures that engineers have been faced with. The 
groynes along the Durban coast are not sufficient to stabilize the coastline and they are used in 
conjunction with a sand nourishment scheme. 
 
This research aims to elucidate the flow field characteristics and patterns around groynes in a groyne 
field. A parametric study of three impermeable groynes in a groyne field was developed using numerical 
modelling software. The DHI MIKE 21 Spectral Wave and Hydrodynamic models were used for the 
study. Various wave and groyne field parameters were varied systematically. The main focus of the 
study was on the groyne tips as this is an area most prone to scour failure, especially with impermeable 
groynes. The simulations reveal how the flow patterns within the groyne compartments change with 
variation in wave parameters. It was found that under certain wave conditions, recirculation patterns 
develop within the groyne compartments. Storm conditions can have devastating effects on coastlines. 
Therefore, this study also aimed to understand how these conditions may affect the functioning of a 
groyne field.  
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𝑐𝑓 = Friction coefficient 
𝜃  = Incident wave angle 
𝛾  = Breaker index 
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ρ = density 
𝑑𝑏 = Depth at breaking 
𝜉𝑏, Ƈ  = Surf parameter or Irribaren index 
𝛼  = Beach slope 
𝐺𝐿  = Groyne length 
BZ  = Breaker width 
𝑄0 = Inflow rate 
𝐺𝑠  = Groyne spacing 
𝑃𝑥  = X component of the time mean energy flux per unit length 
𝐸  = Mean wave energy  
𝐻𝑚  = Maximum breaker height  
𝐻𝑆  = Significant wave height 
𝑘  = Wave number  
𝐻𝑟𝑚𝑠  = Root mean square wave height  
𝑢𝑚   = Wave orbital velocity  
𝜏𝑏,𝑦 = Bed shear stress 
𝑓𝑤  = Wave friction factor 
kN  = Nikuradse roughness parameter 
𝑉Δℎ = Gravity current 
𝑉𝑣𝑜𝑙 = Water volume 
𝑉(𝑥) = Depth average longshore current velocity 
β = Groyne tip velocity direction 
P-flux = Flux density in the x-direction  







Summary: This Chapter introduces the Durban coastal area by giving a brief background of coastal 
protection, motivation of the study, aims and objectives  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1.1 Motivation 
Durban beaches have suffered from negative impacts caused by human interference with the natural 
littoral processes. This problem has persisted since the early 1840’s when operation of the Durban 
harbor started. The Durban’s shores experience about 500 000 m3/year of alongshore sediment transport 
in the littoral zone (Schooness, 2000).  
Numerous developments around the harbor and the construction of breakwaters exacerbated the 
situation, resulting in increased erosion along the beaches. Numerous attempts to stabilize the coastline 
were implemented including the construction of different types of groynes. Some of these solutions 
displayed a degree of success while others failed completely (Barnett, 1999). Over time the groyne 
system developed from impermeable groynes to low level semi-permeable groyne field. Low level 
groynes alone are not enough to trap the sediments and maintain beaches downstream, therefore 
nourishments of the beaches with a sand-pumping scheme was necessary to diminish the effects of 
erosion. Although the groyne field is currently more stable than it was in the past, structural 
deterioration due to local scouring still persists. Scouring is one of the most critical structural problems 
and can lead to structural failure of any coastal structure exposed to it. 
The three Durban groynes have experienced severe scouring especially around the tips, resulting in 
structural failure on one of the groynes (Lucca, 2013). In particular, storm conditions have aggravated 
the scouring problem causing deep holes around the groyne tips. This is a cause for concern as the 
structural integrity of the groynes may be compromised. There are limited studies that have been 
conducted on the rip current that develops adjacent to a groyne or groynes (Pattiaratchi, et al., 2009). 
There exist information gap on the understanding the flow patterns and currents that may develop within 
a groyne field or adjacent to a groyne. An objective of this study is to explore wave driven flow patterns 
around three groynes in a field, situated on the Durban beach front. A similar study, for a single groyne, 
has been previously conducted by Lucca, (2013). Figure 1-1 depicts the study area, which is located on 
the east coast of South Africa in the province of KwaZulu-Natal.  
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The results of the study will assist with better understanding of flow structure that develops within a 
groyne field for maintenance, beach nourishment and storm events. This understanding will assist with 
mitigation major causes of scouring failure that persist in impermeable groynes.  
  
Figure 1-1: Map overview of the study location in South Africa Durban reproduced from (Olij, 2015) 
 
1.2 Study background 
The instability of Durban’s beach morphology has been a cause for concern to local government 
authorities, environmental conservationists as well as numerous beach-goers for many years (Barnett, 
1999).  
The littoral drift used to bypass the Port of Natal harbor entrance thus supplying the beaches north of 
the harbor. This resulted in the formation of sand bars across the harbor. Kwa-Zulu Natal became a 
British Colony during the 1840’s and was identified as ‘Natal’ in this period, there were expectations 
from the government that the port would become a gateway trade with the interior. Unfortunately, this 
could not be realized due to the harbor’s difficult access. The sand bar accumulation across the harbor 
entrance proved to be a danger to shipping. A number of ships were wrecked by the sand bar (Barnett, 
1999). The gradual development of the harbor between 1851 and 1926 led to the need for the harbor 
entrance to be dredged deeper. The purpose of dredging was to prevent the entrance channel from being 
blocked by littoral transport. Dredging solved the ship access problem but not the disturbance to the 
natural littoral drift process.  
In 1882, the south breakwater was constructed to reduce channel sedimentation (Barnett, 1999). Due to 
the breakwater extending over the surf zone, sediment was prevented from moving freely across the 
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harbor entrance. This aggravated the problem as there was a risk of accretion due to breakwater 
sheltering effect and erosion of beaches down drift due to lack of supply.  
The situation became worse as dredging operations increased. Heavy sediment losses from the central 
beaches north of the harbor were experienced in the period 1903-1926 (Barnett, 1999). Numerous 
attempts were made to rectify the problem; the solutions included nourishment schemes, sand trap 
system, construction of different types of groyne systems, etc. Most of these schemes either failed 
completely or did not fully live up to their expectations for a number of reasons which are discussed in 
detail by Barnett, (1999).  
Figure 1-2 shows different groyne systems that were implemented with their respective sand pumping 
schemes discussed by Barnett, (1999). The following is a brief summary: 
 There is no clear date regarding the installation of the first wooden groynes on the Durban beach, 
but by 1932 these ineffective structures were in place. Therefore in 1938 a sand pumping scheme 
was implemented as a solution to beach erosion problem. This solution proved unsuccessful and 
was discontinued in 1949. 
 From 1950 to 1954 a second sand pumping scheme referred to as the Cave Rock Bight Scheme was 
implemented. Two rubble mound high level Peterson groynes were constructed between 1954 and 
1956 in an attempt to reduce erosion. However the resulting sand yield of the construction of the 
groynes did not live up to expectations. Although some beach areas were retained, severe local 
erosion occurred in other areas. 
 In the late 1970’s, the CSIR suggested the implementation of a sand-pumping scheme together with 
a system of low level groynes. Low level groynes alone are not able to trap the sediments and 
maintain the beaches, therefore nourishments of the beaches was necessary, thus the sand-pumping 
scheme. Two low level groynes were constructed between 1983 and 1985 to replace the old 
Peterson Groynes and a third groyne was built between 1987 and 1989 to further foster the 





Figure 1-2: Types of groyne systems implemented over the years at Durban beach front in trying to solve coastal erosion (Barnett, 2011) 
All three areal images of the groynes were taken from the south side facing north of the Durban coastline. The groyne field in Durban coast line dates back to 
the early 1930’s. As shown in Figure 1-2, permeable wooden pile groynes were the first documented groynes constructed (far left image taken in 1932). The 
complete failure of the sand bypass system between 1938 and 1949 prompted the removal of these groynes and construction of old Peterson groynes in the early 
1950’s (central image taken in 1979). The groyne system evolved to low level groynes that are present today (far right image taken in 1990). The literature 
suggests that the evolution of the groynes was due to the great challenge of beach erosion north of the groynes. The groynes alone did not offer complete coastal 
protection against erosion. It was evident that an effective consistent nourishment scheme is necessary. 
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1.3 Durban coastline climate 
Durban coastline consists of a number of coastal defense structures (e.g. groynes, jetties, breakwaters) 
due to Durban dynamic wave conditions. Wave conditions in the area dictates for proper coastal protect 
and beach nourishment. The Durban beach profiles have been measured since 1973 using a theodolite 
referenced to fixed benchmarks (Corbella & Stretch, 2012c). The Durban Bight is shown in Figure 1-3. 
The Durban harbor entrance can be seen from the figure on south side and the groyne field is shown 
centrally on the shoreline. 
 
 
Figure 1-3: Durban beach profile surveyed in July 1995 showing the beach profile on the harbour entrance and 
along the groyne field. (Schooness, 2000) 
Corbella & Stretch, (2012b) recently undertook a study in formalizing Durban coastline wave data for 
coastal design purposes. The data was last formally reviewed by Rossouw, (1984) and was thus 
outdated. The Durban wave conditions have been measured from instruments at three different offshore 
locations. The instruments used have been Wave rider buoys (non-directional and directional) and an 
Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP). The Durban coastline experience different kinds of storm 
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wave forcing generated off the coast. Cold fronts are more frequent compared to tropical cyclones and 
cut-off lows. They are typically closer to the coast than the other wave forcing and move from west to 
east. Corbella & Stretch used 18 years of wave data to derive east coast wave conditions from the 
Durban and Richards Bay Waveriders. Table 1-1 summarizes the main findings. 
Table 1-1: Average Durban wave climate (Corbella & Stretch, 2012b) 
Average peak period 10.0 seconds 
Significant wave height (𝐻𝑠) 1.65 m 
Average wave direction 130 degree 
 
Over the period of the wave instruments, there have been two notable storm events which had 
devastating effects on the Durban shore line in 1998 and 2007. The 2007 storm event was the largest 
recorded wave event and the storm coincided with the highest astronomical tide of that year. The event 
has been associated with the cut off lows generated further offshore compared to cold fronts. Barnett, 
(2011) provides photographs of other storm events which occurred in October 1908 and March 1934. 
These events appeared to result in severe coastal impacts but to the author’s knowledge were not 
formally documented. The wave rose prepared by Corbella & Stretch, (2014) for Durban wave data is 
shown in Figure 1-4.  Corbella & Stretch, (2012c) defined a storm event as an event where by a 
significant wave height threshold is exceeded. A Durban storm event is considered to commence when 
the significant wave height exceeds 3.5m and ends when the wave height falls below 3.5m for a period 
of at least 2 weeks depending on the decay time of the autocorrelation. The significant wave height of 
3.5m threshold was used to delineate events that cause significant erosion from the events that do not, 




Figure 1-4: Wave rose for Durban and Richards Bay wave data showing various significant wave heights, wave 
direction and percentage distribution adapted from (Corbella & Stretch, 2014). 
1.4 Research question 
The following questions were addressed in this study: 
 How are the flow patterns around impermeable groynes affected by wave conditions and groyne 
spacing? 
 What are the possible implications on sediment transport, erosion and accretion? 
1.5 Aim 
The aims of this study were as follows: 
 To describe the eddy circulation patterns associated with varying metocean parameters and inter-
groyne spacing in a groyne field 
 To describe the effect of circulation patterns in a groyne field on sediment accretion and erosion 
 To ascertain the metocean conditions in which groyne tip position is critical in terms of scour failure 
1.6 Objectives 
 Review relevant literature on the properties of groynes and associated flow patterns 
 Set up MIKE 21 model consisting of a groyne field 
 Investigate eddy circulation patterns associated with varying: 
o Significant wave height 
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o Incident wave angle 
o Water level 
o Storm event 
 To elucidate the effect of storm conditions on the groyne field using a selected threshold significant 
wave height  
 Investigate suitable groyne inter-spacing from a parametric study using a MIKE 21 numerical 
model 
 Investigate suitable groyne geometry from a parametric study using a MIKE 21 numerical model 
 Investigate sediment movement in the vicinity of a groyne structure under various wave forcing 
conditions  
1.7 Dissertation Outline 
The dissertation outline is as follows: 
Chapter 2 discusses literature on different types of groynes and their advantages with respect to 
hydrodynamic processes. It further discusses the hydrodynamics behind breaking waves, wave induced 
current, alongshore current and the effects on the groyne structures. Previous studies on groynes are 
also discussed. 
Chapter 3 discusses the methodology used in setting up the numerical model. The numerical model 
used and the methods applied are discussed in detail. This includes discussions of the model build up, 
model calibration and simulations conducted. 
Chapter 4 discusses the results from the model simulations. Wave parameters and groyne interspacing 
are varied to elucidate their respective effect on flow patterns and rip current in a groyne field.  
Chapter 5 presents the conclusions drawn from the simulations and findings. Research short comings 




2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Chapter two discusses literature behind different types of groynes, their application and beach 
nourishment. The hydrodynamics behind the formation of wave induced current, erosion and wave 
breaking processes are reviewed 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2.1 Introduction  
Groynes are one of the oldest forms of hydraulic structures (Lee, et al., 2011). Numerous studies have 
been conducted over the years to establish best function of a groyne or groyne field in a stretch of coast 
line. However, still there exist substantial uncertainties on their functions. The function of a groyne 
system is to limit or block sediment transport by inducing accretion within the groyne field. The seabed 
is therefore raised and the waves are forced to breaker further sea ward. This results in the zone of 
maximum energy dissipation to be shifting accordingly away from the shoreline (Trampenau, et al., 
2004). 
Literature suggests that permeable groynes offer far better advantages compared to impermeable 
groynes e.g. Bakker, et al. 1984; Tarnowska, et al. 1992. A number of field experiments have been 
conducted on this subject. Some of these studies include field study conducted by Poff et al., (2004) on 
the impact of permeable wooden groynes on the coastal system, Walker et al., (1991) on sediment 
transport near groynes especially etc. Groynes generally function best in areas where there is strong 
longshore sediment transport which requires retention (Dean & Dalrymple, 2004; Zanuttigh, et al., 
2005). The two types of groynes are briefly summarized in the following section.  
2.2 Types of groynes 
2.2.1 Permeable groyne 
Permeable groynes are typical low-crested structures perpendicular to the shoreline and allow water to 
penetrate through. The structures are generally used on beaches with small sediment deficit. The 
function of the groyne is to slightly reduce the littoral drift in the inner surf zone and to create a more 
regular shoreline (Trampenau, et al., 2004).  
Permeable groynes are used to provide artificial hydraulic resistance and are meant to reduce the 
longshore current velocity (see Figure 2-1) and thus reduce the rate of longshore sediment transport 
(Bakker, et al., 1984; Poff, et al., 2012). The permeability of a groyne is defined by the degree of 
resistance to flow passing through it and can also be defined by a ratio of open area to total cross 
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sectional area. A groyne with high permeability implies low resistance to longshore flow while a groyne 
with low permeability implies high resistance to longshore flow (Ballard, 1991).  
Poff et al., (2004) observed the effects of permeable groynes on tidal and wave induced currents through 
laboratory experiments. The results showed that with careful design, permeable groynes can have many 
beneficial qualities for shoreline protection and therefore are generally preferable to impermeable 
groynes.  The major benefits of permeable groynes are their low construction and maintenance costs, 
induced decrease in longshore sediment transport, induced reduction in both tidal and wave induced 
currents and the induced reduction in erosion on the leeward side of the groyne (Poff, et al., 2012; 
Ballard, 1991; Trampenau, et al., 2004).  
 
Figure 2-1: Resulting longshore current and sediment transport within permeable groyne field adapted from 
(Trampenau, et al., 2004). The presence of permeable groynes reduces the velocity profile as the current passes 
through the groynes. The sediment is thus retained while the breaker zone moves further offshore therefore 
limiting coastline erosion.  
2.2.2 Impermeable groyne 
Impermeable groyne tend to induce blockages of nearshore current and restricts water penetration 
through. The longshore sediment transport is thus interrupted over the entire groyne length. This type 
of groyne is used to keep sediment within compartments between adjacent groynes. There are 
hydrodynamic, morphodynamic and morphological changes as a result of the sediment blockage. The 
nearshore zone establishes new equilibrium conditions within the submerged part of the beach profile. 
The sediment build-up on one side of the groyne results in accretion and the lack of supply downstream 
results in erosion. This phenomenon is depicted on Figure 2-2. Furthermore the impermeable nature of 
the groyne can result in alongshore current being directed seaward creating rip current. Deviation of the 
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longshore current can have detrimental consequences on the groyne structure especially the groyne tip. 
Rip currents can cause local scour along the groyne and can results in structural failure of the groyne 
and seaward sediment transport (Trampenau, et al., 2004) 
 
Figure 2-2: Effect of impermeable groyne field on a stretch of coastline. A saw tooth phenomenon whereby the 
shoreline extend/retreat occurs as a result of accretion upstream and erosion downstream of impermeable groyne 
field. (Dean & Dalrymple, 2004) 
2.3 Coastal processes 
2.3.1 Wave induced current 
Currents in near shore zones may be generated by tides, sustained winds, river outflows and wave 
breaking (Muir Wood & Fleming, 1981). The most common near shore currents are generated by waves 
breaking at an angle to the shore.  Wave induced current and surf zone activities are the main driving 
force for the longshore sediment movement and processes (Castelle, et al. 2006; Muir Wood & Fleming, 
1981). The longshore current can be intercepted by a structure such as a groyne or a jetty oriented 
normal to the shore. The current is then deflected off shore causing a rip current and energy dissipation 
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(refer to Figure 2-3). The new current will begin downstream of the structure and develop again (Muir 
Wood & Fleming, 1981).  
 
Figure 2-3: Impermeable groyne diverts all the longshore current seaward, which may result in rip current 
formation on the sides of the groyne. Rip current is responsible for sediment lost out at sea (Muir Wood & 
Fleming, 1981) 
As waves propagate towards the coast, wave heights vary with depth and waves break resulting in wave 
induced current and wave setup (Jing-xin & Hua, 2010). The wave induced current is thus responsible 
for longshore current, littoral drift and near shore morphological evolution. In Figure 2-4, typical 
alongshore velocity is shown. The alongshore current occurs when the momentum is transferred from 
the wave motion to the mean flow (Bosboom & Stive, 2012). It is this current velocity that groynes in 
the nearshore zone resist thus slowing down sediment transport. Wave-induced current presents 
different features such as wave set up or set down, undertow, longshore current, and rip currents. These 
currents usually superpose each other to form an extremely complex circulation system (Mingxiao, 
2011). The development of wave-induced current may drive nearshore mixing and transport processes 




Figure 2-4: Longshore current velocity in the near-shore zone responsible for sediment movement. The longshore 
current velocity typically peaks at a breaker line (a region where majority of the waves break) and reduce as the 
waves dissipate energy toward the shore line. (Reeve, et al., 2004) 
Residual momentum flux (radiation stress) is recognized as the primary driving force for wave-induced 
current (Muir Wood & Fleming, 1981).  The longshore component of the radiation stress is responsible 
for longshore current in oblique shoaling waves (Longuet-Higgins, 1970). Longshore current speed 
reaches its peak at a distance shoreward of incipient breaking. The maximum longshore current velocity 
peaks on the breaker line (Muir Wood & Fleming, 1981). The breaking wave orbital velocity is defined 
by Muir Wood and Fleming, (1981) and given as 
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𝑢𝑚 =  
1
2
 √𝑔𝐻𝑏         (2-1) 
where 𝑢𝑚 is the wave orbital velocity, 𝐻𝑏 is the breaker height and 𝑔 is the gravitation acceleration 
constant. 
2.3.2 Coastal erosion 
Coastal erosion has played a major role in shaping the present coastlines (van Rijn, 2011; Zanuttigh, et 
al., 2005). Coastal erosion occurs when sediment transported to a section of the coast is different to 
sediment leaving the section. Positive gradient in the longshore transport rate results in erosion while a 
negative gradient result in accretion (Bosboom & Stive, 2012). Sediments are continuously stirred up 
by the waves and transported by the longshore current in the surf zone.  The impact of long structures 
such as groynes on the morphodynamic of the adjacent coasts can be very large (Castelle, et al., 2006).  
Coastal protection structures (i.e. groynes, breakwaters, piers) tend to interrupt the wave-induced 
longshore current and sediment transport. The immediate and long term effect on the coastal coastline 
can be severe. Impermeable groynes in particular tend to induce accretion and erosion (see Figure 2-5). 
 
Figure 2-5: The effect of cross shore structures such as a single groyne or groyne field on net longshore transport. 
Accretion on the up drift side and erosion on the down drift side of a groyne can be expected, particularly with 
impermeable groynes (Tarnowska, et al., 1992). 
This problem of sedimentation/erosion can be avoided with an implementation of a nourishment plan 
(i.e. sand bypass system). The sand bypass system traps sediment on the updrift side of an obstruction 
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where sediment is collected and makes it easier to transport sediment to the down-drift side (Castelle, 
et al., 2006). Solving coastal challenges requires better understand of coastal vulnerability and the 
effective coastal retention processes that may be used to mitigate these processes. The design of coastal 
protection structures such as groynes should find a balance between the need for coastal protection and 
the need to minimize impacts on the surrounding environment (Hawkins, et al., 2007).  
Through the use of existing data on the east coast of South Africa (Durban), Pringle (2015) developed 
a stochastic wave simulation shown on Figure 2-6.  
 
Figure 2-6: Pringle (2015) observed and modelled data for Durban beach profile in the period 1993-2009. The 
two trends represents significant wave height (top graph) and shore line position (bottom graph). The shoreline 
position graph consists of observed shoreline position (dash line) and the modelled shoreline position (solid line). 
(Pringle, 2015). 
The three plotted time histories in Figure 2-6 show a consistent relationship between high significant 
wave height (HS > 3.5m) and shoreline erosion. It can be observed that for high significant wave height, 
the observed and modelled shoreline position suggest shoreline retreat. Pringle’s findings indicate clear 
signs of significant beach erosion under storm conditions where the significant wave height is greater 
than 3.5m (Corbella & Stretch, 2012b). It is clear from these results that storm conditions are detrimental 
to the stability and sand supply of beaches. It is therefore imperative to explore the effect of storm 
conditions on the flow structure within coastal structures such as groynes that are intended to help 
protect beaches.  
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2.3.3 Longshore sediment transport 
Waves breaking at an angle to the shoreline cause wave-induced currents that are responsible for 
longshore sediment transport occurring in the surf zone (Muir Wood & Fleming, 1981). Coastal 
sediment transport is divided into two components: cross shore transport which is perpendicular to the 
coastline and longshore transport or littoral drift which is parallel to the coastline (e.g. Reeve, et al., 
2004). Ocean waves are the primary cause of sediment transport and morphological changes in the 
nearshore region. The concept of longshore sediment transport is based on the concept that sediment is 
disturbed on the sea bed and stirred up by shear stress due to the combination of tidal and/or wave-
induced currents (Bakker, et al., 1984). Sediments are transported as a combination of bed load and 
suspended load in the nearshore zone. Suspended sediment transport accounts for most sediment 
transport, particularly during storm conditions (Walker, et al., 1991; Bakker, et al., 1984).  
Structures such as breakwaters, groynes, etc., built in the nearshore zone can alter local waves, flow 
patterns, and sediment transport. There are numerous cases (presented in section 2.6) where these 
structures are built to bring about beneficial changes to the nearshore zone but sometimes bring about 
adverse effects. Beach nourishment strategies rely on optimal placement of sediment. It is therefore 
imperative to accurately predict potential changes that the structure may induce within the nearshore 
zone (Walker, et al., 1991). 
Literature suggests that groynes shorter than the width of the breaker zone are used to stop a small 
portion of sand transport while longer groynes tend to reduce the sediment transport to nearly zero. This 
will unnecessarily maximize lee-side erosion (Castelle, et al., 2006). However, the erosion will be time 
dependent and the shape of the shoreline will eventually adapt. 
2.4 Hydrodynamic and morphodynamic driving forces 
2.4.1 Breaking waves 
Wave breaking is said to be a difficult hydrodynamic problem due to its complexity (Dean & Dalrymple, 
2004). Wave breaking is responsible for the dominant physical process in the surf zone whereby the 
energy of wind waves and swell is dissipated (Battjes & Stive, 1985). A number of studies have been 
conducted to better understand this phenomenon. When waves go through the transition phase they are 
refracted and enter the shallow water region, breaking before reaching the shoreline (Reeve, et al., 
2004). The wave breaking process is depth-induced and occurs when waves propagate into shallow 
water and the wave height can no longer be supported by the water depth (DHI, 2012b; Chen & Li, 
2014; Dean & Dalrymple, 2004; Guza, 1983). The process occurs as a result of a kinematic instability. 
The process does not only occur in shallow or transitional waters but can also occur in deep water due 
to excessive energy input mostly from wind (Dean & Dalrymple, 2004).  
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As the waves start to break, wave energy dissipation occurs. This is described in Guza, (1983) to be a 
dominant energy dissipation mechanism. Reeve et al., (2004) notes that it is common practice to apply 
refraction analysis up to the breaker zone because the inherent inaccuracies are small compared to deep 
water waves. The breaker zone is the nearshore area where the majority of waves break. 
Waves break and produce a current that is referred to as wave-induced current. This current is the 
dominant driving mechanism for sediment and pollutant transport, morphological evolution and 
flushing within the nearshore zone (Jing-xin & Hua, 2010, Mingxiao, 2011).  
There are a number of empirical equations used to determine wave height at a point of breaking. Wave 
breaking is dependent on two criteria, namely wave steepness and a limit on the wave height to water 




7⁄  (wave steepness normally limits the height of deep-water waves)  (2-2) 
𝛾 = 𝐻 ℎ⁄ = 0.78 (breaker index)       (2-3) 
where 𝛾 is the breaker index, 𝐻 is the wave height, 𝐿 is the wave length and ℎ is the water depth. The 
breaker index is dependent on the beach slope and breaker type and varies from 0.4 to 1.2. Sabatier, F. 
(2006) found two indices that can be used to predict wave breaking similarly to that of Reeve, et al., 
(2004). The breaker depth index  𝛾 = 0.78 is the commonly used criteria in engineering practice as the 
first estimate (Dean & Dalrymple, 2004; Sabatier, 2006).  
 
Breaking waves can be classified into three types namely spilling, plunging and surging waves 
depending on the Irribaren number or surf similarity parameter (Reeve, et al., 2004; Chen & Li, 2015) 
𝜉𝑏 =  
𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛼
√𝐻𝑏/𝐿𝑏
          (2-4) 
where 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛼 is the beach slope, 𝐻𝑏 is the wave height and 𝐿𝑏 is the wave length at breaking. It is found 
that when  (a) 𝜉𝑏 ≤  0.4 wave breaking occurs as spilling breakers (b)  0.4 ≤ 𝜉𝑏 ≤  2.0 wave breaking 
occurs as plunging breakers (c)  𝜉𝑏 ≥ 2.0 wave breaking occurs as surging breakers. 
The wave breaker type gives a good indication of the expected wave conditions, beach aggregate types 
and hydrodynamic forces expected on coastal structures. Due to the randomness of breaking of wind 
generated waves a number of models recommended in studies such as Battjes, (1972) and Goda, (1975) 
that are used to predict onshore variation of radiation stress and wave energy are not well founded 
(Battjes & Stive, 1985). The models did not consider sources and sinks when expressing the local mean 
wave energy in random breaking waves. Battjes and Janssen (1978) presented an approach where by 
the local mean rate of energy dissipation can be modelled during the wave breaking process. The 
variation of the mean wave energy density is required for quantitative predictions of wave-induced sea 
level variations and currents in the nearshore region. The methods used to predict random breaking 
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waves have been presented by Battjes, (1972) and Goda, (1975). In the methods the energy dissipation 
rate due to breaking is not estimated independently, which prompts a need to base the approach on the 
energy balance. This is a shortcoming. 
The energy balance equation for a given incident wave and beach profile where the mean wave energy 
density (E) varies with the distance to the shoreline is given by 
𝜕𝑃𝑥
𝜕𝑥





2          (2-6) 
where 𝑃𝑥 is the 𝑥 component of the time mean energy flux per unit length approximated as 𝐸𝐶𝑔 (with 
𝐶𝑔 the wave group velocity according to linear wave theory), 𝐻𝑟𝑚𝑠 is the root mean square wave height 
and 𝐷 is the time mean dissipated power per unit area (Battjes & Janssen, 1978; Guza, 1983). Wave 
decay is weak outside the surf zone where D is often neglected completely (Battjes & Janssen, 1978). 





𝑘ℎ) (deep water)     (2-7) 
𝐻𝑚 ≅ 0.88ℎ   (shallow water)     (2-8) 
where 𝑘 = 2𝜋 𝐿⁄   is the wave number, 𝐻𝑚is the maximum breaker height, 𝛾 is the breaker index and ℎ 
is the breaker depth (Battjes & Janssen, 1978).  
2.4.2 Radiation stress 
Radiation stress is defined as the sum of residual wave momentum flux and hydrodynamic pressure 
averaged over a wave period at different depths (Huayong, et al., 2004; Longuet-Higgins & Stewart, 
1964). If a wave train is reflected from an obstacle, its momentum must be reversed. Conservation of 
momentum requires that there be a force exerted on the obstacle equal to the rate of change of a wave 
momentum (Longuet-Higgins & Stewart, 1964). Reeve, et al. (2004) defined radiation stress as excess 
flow momentum due to the presence of waves and result of the orbital motion of individual water 
particles in the waves. The orbital motion of the water particles produce a net force at right angle to the 
direction of propagation denoted by 𝑆𝑦𝑦 and net force in the direction of propagation denoted by 𝑆𝑥𝑥. 
The radiation stress is responsible for hydrodynamic processes such as wave induced current and 
sediment transport in the surf zone. The radiation stress is computed from the linear wave theory 
equation and is divided into normal and shear components. This is done by integrating dynamic pressure 
over the total depth under the wave and over the wave period, and subtracting the integral static pressure 




Figure 2-7: Profile showing sinusoidal wave progression and still water level (Reeve, et al., 2004) 
The linear wave theory is given as 









)        (2-9) 
 
where 𝜂 is the deviation from mean water level to any point 𝑥, 𝐻 is the wave height, a is the amplitude, 
𝑥 is the horizontal axis, 𝐿 is the wave length 𝑡 is the time and 𝑇 is the wave period. The normal radiation 
stress components are given as  
𝑆𝑥𝑥 =  ∫ (𝑝 + 𝑝𝑢





      (2-10) 
𝑆𝑦𝑦 =  ∫ (𝑝 + 𝑝𝑣





      (2-11) 
𝑝 =  −𝜌𝑔𝑧          (2-12) 
where 𝑆𝑥𝑥  is the net force in the direction of propagation, 𝑆𝑦𝑦 is the net force at right angle to the 
direction of propagation, 𝑆𝑥𝑦  is the flow of 𝑥 momentum across the plane, 𝑝 is the hydrostatic pressure, 
𝑧 is the distance measured upwards from the mean surface, 𝜌 is the density of the fluid, 𝑔 is gravity, 𝑢 
is the horizontal component of orbital velocity in the 𝑥 direction and 𝑣 is the horizontal component of 
orbital velocity in the 𝑦 direction(Longuet-Higgins & Stewart, 1964; Reeve, et al., 2004). The shear 
component of the radiation stress is given as 
𝑆𝑥𝑦 =  ∫ 𝜌𝑢𝑣𝑑𝑧
𝜂
−ℎ
        (2-13) 




Figure 2-8: The momentum flux in a progressive wave (Longuet-Higgins & Stewart, 1964) 
When conducting a numerical simulation, radiation stress is widely applied in a two dimensional, depth-
averaged manner. It is more accurate to use a three dimensional application as this closely matches the 
processes observed in natural waters (Zhang, et al., 2009; Bing-chen, et al., 2010).  The 
numerical model used in this study only allows for two dimensional modelling. 
2.5 Residence time 
Numerous studies that have been conducted on groynes, focused mainly on the hydrodynamic and 
morphological functioning of a groyne. Studies such as Trampenau, et al. (2004) and Walker, et al. 
(1991) establish the advantages and disadvantages of both permeable and impermeable groynes and 
strongly recommend the use of permeable groynes compared to impermeable groynes. Trampenau, et 
al. (2004) and Pattiaratchi, et al. (2009) found that impermeable groynes function as a guide wall and 
are dominated by rip current and eddy circulation zones.  
Trampenau, et al. (2004) found eddy circulations to be larger for impermeable groynes compared to 
permeable groynes. Circulation zones result in sediment retained between the groynes and may result 
in poor water circulation between the groynes. Poor water circulation can have detrimental effect on the 
pristine nearshore zone environment. Although some of the studies gave a descriptive understanding on 
alongshore current resistance and sediment retention within the groyne compartments, there were no 
studies found that looked into the implications on water quality between the groynes. Therefore there 
exists a gap in exploring residence time in a groyne field. 
Residence time has been extensively explored by a number of studies (i.e. Wang, et al. 2004; de 
Brauwere, et al. 2011 and Kenov, et al. 2012) on rivers, lakes and estuaries to establish water 
circulation. Residence time is defined as an average time a water parcel exist in a water system or water 
body until flushed out (Wang, et al. 2004; Kenov, et al. 2012). It is a convenient parameter that can be 
used in representing a time scale of physical transport process. Residence time was used successfully 
by de Brauwere, et al. (2011) in estimating a contaminant exposure time period in Belgium Scheldt 
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Estuary through the use of a numerical model. The river is located in a highly dense area. Literature 
presents numerous methods that can be used in estimating residence time. One of the methods is the 
freshwater fraction model which is widely used in estuaries (Kenov, et al., 2012). The time can be 
estimated by dividing two parameters of the freshwater volume (𝑉𝑣𝑜𝑙) and the inflow rate (Q) averaged 
for a given time period. The method takes into account a freshwater fraction used to quantify freshwater 
from sea water through the use of salinity of the estuary and sea. The water and salt budget method is 
another method used to estimate residence time. The two methods are similar only differing in one 
aspect. The freshwater water method uses the inflow rate while the water and salt method uses the 
outflow rate. The water and salt method outflow parameter is calculated using Knudsen’s hydrographic 
theorem (Wang, et al., 2004). The residence time (Tr) can be expressed as follows: 
𝑇𝑟 =  𝑉𝑣𝑜𝑙/𝑄0          (2-14) 
In this study, 𝑉𝑣𝑜𝑙 is the volume of water in a compartment between two groynes and 𝑄0 is the total 
inflow in a groyne compartment. The residence time is defined as an average time a water parcel resides 
within a groyne compartment until it escapes.  
2.6 Previous research on flow patterns and sediment transport within a groyne 
or groyne field 
Groyne structures have been successfully implemented for coastal protection world-wide (Poff et al, 
2004), however in some cases their success is limited or completely detrimental (Tarnowska, et al., 
1992). Studies such as Barnett (1999), Poff, et al. (2004) and Tranowska, et al. (1992) associate the 
short comings of groyne implementation to a lack of understanding of the hydrodynamic relationship 
between groynes and adjacent beaches.  
Trampenau, et al. (2004) explored the hydraulic function of permeable groynes in a stretch of coastline. 
The study was conducted using laboratory experiments and field observations along the Baltic Coast, 
aimed to better understand hydraulic processes of permeable groynes, their advantages compared to 
impermeable groynes and practical recommendation for design purposes. The laboratory study was 
conducted in two phases; the first phase was conducted through subjecting a single groyne or groyne 
field to uniform longshore current while keeping wave conditions constant and the second phase 
involved progressively subjecting a series of groynes to oblique waves.  The field study focused on 
morphological changes due to presence of permeable groynes. The level of flow constriction ratio was 
established by Tarnowska (1985) for impermeable groynes (Tarnowska, et al., 1992).  The ratio best 
describes the functioning of a groyne and can be represented as (
GL
BZ
), where GL is the groyne length in 
contact with the active water zone and BZ is the breaker width measured from the shoreline.  
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Walker, et al. (1991) used the same ratio to explore sediment transport near groyne structures in the 
nearshore zone. Walker’s study focused on morphological changes due to varying groyne permeability 
and other groyne properties such as the groyne length and spacing using a numerical model. Noticeable 
differences between the two studies include the following: Walker, et al. (1991) used a single groyne 
while Trampenau, et al. (2004) explored a groyne field. Despite differing methodology the two studies 




 ratio for permeable groynes due to the effect of permeability on the breaker zone. 
However, Trampenau et al. (2004) used the ratio by systematically reducing the groyne length 
arbitrarily to account for permeability. The 
GL
BZ
 ratio measures the level of flow constriction around a 
groyne. The result of the study can be summarized as follows: 
 For high flow constriction large circulation eddies develop between groyne compartments with 
relatively low velocity, and 
GL
BZ
 = 1.  
 For low flow constriction elliptical, relatively smaller eddies develop between groynes and 
downstream with relatively high current velocity on the lee side of the groyne, and 
GL
BZ
 = 0.625. 
Trampenau, et al. (2004) results summary is depicted on Figure 2-9.  
 
Figure 2-9: Flow patterns observed by Trampenau, et al. for high level and low flow constriction in an 
impermeable groyne field (adapted from Trampenau, et al. 2004) 
Trampenau, et al. (2004) also used the groyne spacing to groyne length ratio in a groyne field to explore 
the effect on the water level. The ratio can be represented as (
GS
GL
), where GS is the groyne interspacing 
distance and GL is the groyne length in contact with the active water zone. Trampenau, et al. (2004) 
study did not explore the combined effect of permeability and groyne spacing to groyne length ratio. 
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The study found that groyne spacing to groyne length ratio affects the formation of gravity current (𝑉Δℎ) 
between groynes due to differential water levels between groyne compartments (refer to Figure 2-10). 
This results in large eddies within the impermeable groyne field and an increase in longshore current. 
For conditions where the groyne spacing to groyne length ratio is small, gravity currents dominate the 
groyne system. This is of course undesirable due to negative effects on the groynes and the coastline 
such as large eddies formed between the compartments associated with low current velocity, sediment 
accretion in a groyne field and poor circulation. These effects can be mitigated by increasing groyne 
spacing to groyne length ratio or groyne permeability. In an optimal groyne field the gravity currents 
and the wave induced longshore currents are at equilibrium.  
 
Figure 2-10: Gravity current development in a groyne field with relative low groyne spacing to groyne length 
ratio, water is bounded between groyne 1 (G1) and groyne 2 (G2) resulting in formation of a gravity current 
(Trampenau, et al., 2004).  
The following conclusions can be inferred from the results of Trampenau, et al’s (2004). Impermeable 
groyne experiments:  
 large eddies develop within the groyne field for low flow constriction 
 A strong rip current develops along the trunk of the groyne 
 Strong longshore currents develop at the groyne tip for high flow constriction 
Tarnowska, et al. (1992) explored the effect of coastal defense measures that have been deployed in the 
Netherlands. The morphological changes in the near shore zone caused by the presence of groyne was 
elaborated and associated with the width of the breaker zone (BZ). Rip currents have been known to 
develop along cross shore structures such as groynes and to create erosion problems (Pattiaratchi, et al. 
2009; Tarnowska, et al. (1992). The groyne length to breaker width ratio was successfully used in 
studies such as Walker, et al. (1991), Trampenau, et al., (2004) and Tarnowska, et al., (1992) to identify 
areas around the groyne more prone to erosion or accretion. Local scour of impermeable groynes with 
length shorter than the breaker zone width GL < BZ were found to develop towards the groyne tips while 
for impermeable groynes with length greater that the breaker zone width GL > BZ was found to erode 
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toward the groyne midspan. Sediment was often found to travel seaward due to rip current for short 
groynes. This creates a deficit for downstream beaches. 
The advantages of permeable groynes far outweigh their disadvantages, offering better benefits when 
compared to impermeable groyne (Trampenau, et al., 2004; Poff, et al., 2004). This was evident when 
Poff, et al., (2004) explored a case study on permeable wood groynes on the southern coastline of 
Naples beach. The impact of these groynes was evident on the beach according to the testimony of 
residents who observed the evolution of the beach after their installation. The groynes responded well 
by stabilizing the coastline within the zone of influence, decreasing longshore current and promoted 
sediment deposition along the shore line, and attracting fish and other sea life.   
Poff, et al., (2004) quantified the effectiveness of wooden pile groyne field and provided understanding 
regarding their properties. The study consisted of series of laboratory experiments and a numerical 
model. The physical experiment involved the use of wave tank investigation to elucidate dominant 
hydrodynamic mechanisms and the evolution of the bathymetry due to the presence of permeable 
groyne field under controlled environment. Drag force coefficient, beach profile response and wave 
height reduction in the groyne field were investigated. A numerical model was developed to elucidate 
quantitative data on the groyne field and to serve as a basis of the physical experiment. The results for 
both experiments shed light on the influence of permeable wood groynes in reducing longshore current 
and limiting sediment transport across the groyne field.  
Pattiaratchi, et al., (2009) conducted a study on the western coast of Australia aimed at describing rip 
currents and flow patterns around a single groyne through the use of Lagrangian and Eulerian 
techniques. To the author’s knowledge they did not investigate sediment movement around the groyne. 
A numerical model and field experiment were used to compute flow patterns. The numerical model 
consisted of a single impermeable groyne and Eulerian measurement results were used as input to an 
idealized numerical model. Wave conditions were systematically varied to explore their effect on the 
current speed and flow patterns. Current meter and surf zone drifter measurements together with the 
numerical model re-affirmed the results of Trampenau, et al., (2004) regarding eddy circulation and rip 
current along the groyne. Both studies found that wave conditions dictate the size of the eddy circulation 
formed on the lee side of the groyne. However, Trampenau, et al., did not describe current convergence 
on the lee side of the groyne but did observe alongshore current divergence at the down drift extent of 
the lee side eddy circulation. This was explored extensively by Pattiaratchi, et al., (2009). The 
divergence point findings for both studies were similar with respect to stronger eddy circulation causing 
the divergent point to move further down drift. 
Lucca, (2013) conducted a study on one of Durban’s groynes at the Bay of Plenty (BOP). The study 
described flow patterns around a single groyne using field experiments and a numerical model. Lucca’s 
study was motivated by scour around the groynes and associated structural problems (refer to Figure 
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2-11).  In general, locally increased flow speeds at the tip of a groyne can cause scouring that can 
severely compromise the structural integrity of a groyne (Bakker, et al., 1984; Sumer & Fredsoe, 1996; 
Trampenau, et al., 2004). The Lucca’s (2013) study involved collecting current and sediment data 
around the perimeter of the groyne. 
 
Figure 2-11: Bay of Plenty semi permeable groyne showing scour at the groyne tip during March 2012. (EMS, 
2016) 
Current data was collected for a period of 24 hours using 25 custom made current meters and one ADCP 
(Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler). Only 19 current meters were able to produce reliable data as 6 
current meters were lost or damaged. For more on the methodology and calibration of the results, the 
reader is directed to Lucca (2013). Wave conditions when the measuring equipment was deployed were 
below average with a significant wave height of 1.4 m, a wave period of 9.05 seconds and an average 
incident angle of 116 degrees. 
Lucca, (2013) compiled a current rose from the results as depicted on Figure 2-12. The current rose 
suggests strong peak currents occurring up-drift of the groyne, on the south side. The strongest average 
current on that day was 0.35m/s alongside the groyne and may be considered a rip current. The 
alongshore current was observed to be deflected seaward. The current was dominant in the cross shore 
direction with 52.5 % of the current speeds below 0.2 m/s, occurring mostly on the updrift side. Because 
the current profile showed a cross shore current as more dominant, Lucca suggested that the semi-





Figure 2-12: Average current roses for 19 current meters deployed in the vicinity of Bay of Plenty and wave rose 
(top right). The zoomed in image show a cross shore dominant current direction as detected by the current meters. 
It is noted that wave rose and current rose are dissimilar in showing direction. Wave rose depict wave direction 
from an angle where the waves propagate from, while current rose show current direction to the angle of 
propagation (adapted from Lucca, 2013) 
Lucca, (2013) further collected 7 sediment samples around the Bay of Plenty groyne: three samples on 
both side of the groyne and one seaward of the groyne tip. The purpose of collecting the samples was 
to provide input for a sediment transport model around the groyne. Sieve analysis (as per ASTM D 422) 
to determine grain sizes and distribution within the vicinity of the groyne was conducted. The 
assessment considered bed transport due to current, transport due to waves and a combination of the 
two. Soulsby and Clarke, (2005) method was used to determine shear stress due to waves and currents. 
The reader is referred to Lucca, (2013) for other methods considered in the study and detail description 
of the findings. The study found that bed motion around the groyne gets induced when the orbital wave 
velocity was between 0.2-0.3 m/s. 
Ballard’s (1991) study showed that an increase in wave activity can results in an increase in erosion and 
scouring. Lucca and Pattiaratchi’s studies showed that an increase in the wave parameters (i.e. 
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wavelength and significant wave height) results in an increase in current intensity which may result in 
scouring around a groyne.   
Sumer and Fredsoe, (1996) investigated the effect of the near-bed flow patterns and bed shear stress 
around the vertical breakwater towards the head. The findings showed that scouring process of coastal 
structures such as piles and breakwaters is mainly due to separation vortices. The study described 
vortices as major flows that are responsible for local scouring around coastal structures. Permeable 
groynes typically constructed from concrete or wooden piles can experience similar scouring failure to 
that of breakwaters.   
2.7 Summary 
Previous studies on groynes address advantages and disadvantages of both types of groynes; however 
they do not provide a comprehensive answer regarding how the flow patterns around impermeable 
groynes are affected by wave conditions and groyne spacing.  
 Trampenau, et al., (2004) found that impermeable groyne field results in bigger eddy circulation 
and gravity currents between the groynes. This finding relates to the impact of impermeable 
groynes on flow patterns and broadened understanding of sediment deposition on the lee side 
of a groyne (accretion) and the saw-tooth effect on impermeable groynes. However, it did not 
address water quality as a result of the eddy circulation between the groynes. 
 Lucca (2013) and Piattiaratchi, et al., (2009) explored how wave driven flow patterns on a 
single groyne are affected by a change in wave and groyne parameters. Their results elucidated 
the effect of wave conditions on a single groyne, the development of rip currents on both side 
of a groyne and the effect on sediment movement. However, to the author’s knowledge the 
conditions were never explored on a groyne field and did not explore water quality. 
A limited number of studies have explored the effect of groyne spacing on the flow structure in a groyne 
field and there has been little investigation using modern numerical modelling. Consequently 
uncertainties regarding proper spacing of groynes in a groyne field still exist. Suitable spacing of 
groynes in a groyne field depends on a number of factors. However equal spacing between multiple 
groynes is common (Castelle et al., 2006).  
 Studies such as Castelle et al., (2006) and Zanuttigh et al., (2005) generally recommend groyne 
spacing between 1.5 to 3 times the groyne length.  
 Ballard (1991) recommends a variable spacing such that the flow pattern passing around a 
groyne structure intersects the next groyne before intersecting with the shoreline to limit the 
effect of erosion and accretion.  
 Trampenau et al., (2004) suggests a maximum admissible groyne spacing of up to 5 times the 
groyne length.  
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The varying conclusions regarding the effect of groyne spacing on flow patterns further suggests a 
knowledge gap that needs to be addressed. The study described in this dissertation aims to explore this 
phenomenon and provide conclusive results by using a numerical model. 
The addition of groynes in a groyne field can be beneficial, however our understanding of flow patterns 
needs to be enhanced for better design and placement of groynes. A number of studies recommend 
permeable groyne due to their successful applications, studies such as Poff et al., (2004) are one 
example of a successful application of permeable groynes suggesting that the addition of groynes can 
have a beneficial effect.  
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3. METHODOLOGY  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Chapter three discusses the methodology used in setting up and running a MIKE 21 numerical model 
of the hydrodynamics analyzed in this study. A general description of the model and simulation 
methodology is discussed. The reasoning behind the key parameters investigated is elaborated on. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
3.1 Numerical modelling 
3.1.1 Introduction 
Numerous methods have been developed in the study of groynes with physical studies widely used until 
recently (Walker et al., 1991). Physical model studies such as laboratory experiments and field studies 
can be costly. Advancements in numerical modelling have enabled more useful, less time-consuming 
research on the subject of coastal hydrodynamics. Walker et al., (1991) states that one of the earliest 
studies on groynes using numerical modelling was conducted by Fleming and Hunt, in 1976. Two 
dimensional numerical modelling of that time was a process of using sub-models in solving each aspect 
of hydrodynamics and sediment transport. This paved a way for a better and more reliable numerical 
modelling that exists today. 
A basic approach using two dimensional numerical modelling was adopted to address both of the 
research questions for this study. Numerical modelling was the preferred option compared to physical 
studies due of its flexibility, cost and accessibility.  
3.1.2 Overview 
The DHI MIKE 21 software solves the depth averaged Navier Stokes equations and has been widely 
used and calibrated for hydrodynamics studies (e.g. Pattiaratchi et al., 2009; Broker et al., 2003; Duan 
& Nanda, 2006; Zanittigh et al., 2005; Johnson et al., 2005).  
Three modules of MIKE 21 were used in this study: Mike Mesh Generator, MIKE 21 Spectral Wave 
(SW) and MIKE 21 flow model (HD). A flexible (unstructured) mesh was used with an idealized 
bathymetry. The true bathymetry of the study area was not available at the time of the study. A constant 
beach slope was used in computing the bathymetry. The results from the Spectral Wave were used in 
the HD flow model.  
3.1.3 Mike Mesh Generator 
Mike Mesh Generator is a tool/module used to generate and handle unstructured meshes in 2D, 
including the definition and editing of boundaries (DHI, 2012c). A mesh generator generates 
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bathymetries in a flexible mesh using specified bathymetry data.  The bathymetry was specified using 
an idealized beach slope and three impermeable groynes equal spaced apart.  
3.1.4 Spectral Wave Model 
The Spectral Wave (MIKE 21 SW) model is a model used to assess wave conditions in offshore and 
coastal areas. It is applicable for wave condition prediction and analysis on the regional, local and global 
scale. Its module is based on the wave action balance equation. The module requires a suitable mesh 
and bathymetry emulating actual conditions for reliable results (DHI, 2012b).   
3.1.5 Hydrodynamic Flow Model 
The hydrodynamic (MIKE 21 HD) module is based on a flexible mesh approach applicable within 
coastal, oceanographic and estuarine environments. It is also based on the numerical solutions of two 
dimensional shallow water equations and the depth-integrated incompressible Reynolds averaged 
Navier-Stokes equations (DHI, 2012a).  
3.2 Durban Beach Profile 
Durban beach experiences powerful hydrodynamic wave conditions particularly during storm 
conditions. This can be attributed to frequent cold fronts and storm surges that persist in the area. The 
sediment in the area gets stirred up by breaking waves and transported along the shore. In the 
computation of a flexible mesh, a beach slope of 1/50 was used. The beach slope was deduced from 
beach slope data gathered from existing bathymetry of the area obtained from Lucca, 2013. The 
nearshore slope was found to be 1/50 and the seaward slope from the groyne tip was found to be 1/30 
(refer to Figure 3-1). The nearshore beach slope was adapted and made constant throughout the 
bathymetry. This was done because the nearshore was the main area of interest. 
 





















3.3 Breaker zone  
The breaker width was used in this study to delineate the region where the majority of waves break. 
This width was also used to explore the flow constriction within a groyne field. The width of the breaker 
zone Bz is defined as the distance from a shoreline to the peak gradient in the radiation stress. This 
means that for a given wave condition the breaker width was constant. The peak gradient in the radiation 
stress was obtained from the spectral wave model as depicted by Figure 3-2.  
 
Figure 3-2: Breaker width/breaker zone measurement from a spectral wave model 
3.4 Simulation Methodology 
3.4.1 Simulation overview 
Individual wave parameters were varied alongside water levels in numerical simulations to elucidate 
the driving parameters for different flow structures within the impermeable groyne field. The Lucca 
(2013) study showed that variations in prevailing wave conditions impact groyne performance in terms 
of resulting flow patterns and bed sediment motion.     
The following parameters were varied as follows; 
 Mean water level 





 Incident wave angle 
 Groyne interspacing and  
 Storm conditions 
3.4.2 Significant wave heights  
Significant wave heights ranged from 1 – 3 m for normal conditions and 3.5 m for storm conditions.  
The variation affects the breaker zone width and effectively increased or decreased the flow constriction 
and current intensity within a groyne field. As the significant wave height increases the breaker width 
increases because larger waves break in deeper water. 
3.4.3 Mean Water level  
The mean water level was varied in all simulations with the simulation datum kept at 0 m (MIKE 21 
default value) for both the spectral wave and hydrodynamic model. The water level was varied from 1 
m above to 1 m below the model datum to simulate Durban’s spring tide variation. Tide conditions were 
presented indirectly by varying the domain fixed water level to investigate resulting effects on flow 
patterns and current speed. 
3.4.4 Incident wave angle 
The incident wave angle was varied from 300/1500, 450/1350 and 600/1200. The shore line was idealized 
to be straight which gave the model the flexibility for establishing the flow from south or north direction. 
The analysis showed that the incident wave angle affects the breaker width and its position, ultimately 
affecting flow characteristics. 
3.4.5 Groyne interspacing  
The groyne spacing for this study was varied from 200 to 600 m for spacing of between 0.8 – 4 times 
the groyne length, respectively. Varying groyne spacing allowed this study to characterize individual 
and collective groyne performance with respect to flow characteristics.  
3.4.6 Storm condition 
Corbella & Stretch, (2012b) found that for the coast of Durban the threshold for storm-driven beach 
erosion is when significant wave heights exceed 3.5 m. Storm conditions were modelled to explore the 
flow patterns, current speeds and implications on sediment movements. The water level was varied in 
all storm condition simulations to describe flow characteristics under variable tide conditions.     
3.5 Model configuration 
The model parameters of a single groyne used in this study were obtained from Lucca (2013). A “spin 
up” period was allowed for all simulations. The simulations were run for more than 3 hours to establish 
a quasi-steady state.   
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3.5.1 Flexible mesh model parameters 
The bathymetry was idealized with a constant slope and a straight shore line. Table 3-1 below 
summarizes groyne and near shore parameters used: 
Table 3-1: A summary of beach and groyne standard features 
Beach/groyne features 
Nearshore slope 1/50 
Groyne length 200 m 
Groyne width 5 m 
Bathymetry domain 4000 m x 1500 m 
Central groyne 2000 m alongshore direction 
Top groyne (Bay of Plenty) Groyne C 
Middle groyne (North Beach groyne) Groyne B 
Bottom groyne (Dairy Beach groyne) Groyne A 
 
The standard mesh parameters are as follows: 
 Constant bathymetry beach slope of 1/50. The actual beach slope varies to a steeper slope 
seaward and away from the groynes (as depicted on Figure 3-1). 
 Constant groyne length of 200m and 5m width at zero datum (MWL = 0). 
 Bathymetry domain is 4000m x 1500m. 4km alongshore and 1.5km cross-shore direction 
 Three groynes in each domain equidistant apart. The middle groyne was placed centrally in the 
domain in the alongshore direction. 
 The land boundary was set up further inland from the swash-zone to allow for an open boundary 
with run-up and run-down in all simulations. Lucca (2013) found that using a closed boundary 
instead of an open boundary at the beach affects the rate of wave energy dissipation. The open 
boundary system experiences more wave energy dissipation than a closed boundary due to 
bottom friction in the spectral wave model. 
 An impermeable boundary was applied around the perimeter of all groynes to make the groynes 
impermeable. 
 The flexible meshes were generated, smoothed, interpolated and refined using the triangulation 
method as per the MIKE ZERO mesh generator manual. 
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 Higher mesh resolution was used near the shore to achieve better accuracy there since it was 
the main area of interest. 
 The mesh was subdivided into 7 polygons where the mesh areas varied from (starting at the 
shore) 100m2, 200m2, 400m2, 900m2, 1600m2, 3200m2 and to 6400m2 furthest off-shore. 
 A total of 7 mesh files were computed consisting of different groyne spacings (200m, 250m, 
300m, 350m, 400m, 500m and 600m). 
 The flexible meshes were generated, smoothed, interpolated and refined using the triangulation 
method given in the MIKE ZERO mesh generator manual. 
 
The groyne layout and groyne names used are shown in Figure 3-3, which defines some of the terms 
used in the results section e.g. Area 1, Area 2, Groyne A, etc. 
 
 
Figure 3-3: Durban beach groyne layout bathymetry showing the position of the groynes according to site layout 
for the purpose of the study.  
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3.5.2 Spectral wave model parameters 
The Spectral Wave model uses an unstructured/flexible mesh when simulating the growth, decay and 
transformation of wind generated waves and swells in offshore and coastal areas (DHI, 2012b). Ric et 
al., 1994 states that spectral wave model allows for efficient representation of the generation and 
dissipation of random short crested waves due to high spatial resolution inputs and numerical 
techniques. The model inputs are as follows: 
 Two different formulations, namely directionally decoupled parametric formulation and fully 
spectral formulation can be used (DHI, 2012b). The directional decoupled parametric 
formulation is based on the parameterization of the wave action conservation equation in 
accordance with Holthuijsen et al., (1989), while the fully spectral formulation is based on the 
wave action conservation equation described in Komen et al., (1994) and Young, (1999). The 
dependent variable in this formulation is the directional-frequency wave action spectrum. The 
fully spectral formulation was used. 
 The model domain consisted of a flexible mesh, minimum depth cut off and datum.  
 Boundary conditions were specified such that waves propagated from offshore (an open 
boundary) and were parameterized by an input significant wave height HS, wave period TP, 
wave incident angle Ɵ and default directional spreading index of 5. The shore parallel open 
boundary was specified with wave parameters which allowed for the input of wave parameters. 
The shore was specified to land boundary and the shore normal boundaries were specified to 
be lateral boundaries.  
 The model applied wave breaking formulas derived by Battjes & Janssen (1978). Studies such 
as Dean & Dalrymple, (2004) and Sabatier, (2006) recommend a breaker index value of 0.78 
as a first estimate but note that the value can vary from 0.4 to 1.2. Ric et al., 1994 used a breaker 
index of 0.73, an average obtained from field experiments done by Battjes and Stive, (1985). 
Previous model studies of groynes (i.e. Pattiaratchi et al., 2009; Lucca, 2013) used 0.8 as the 
breaker index value while studies such as Dean & Dalrymple, (2004) and Sabatier (2006) 
recommend using 0.78 as the first estimate for engineering applications. Since the study was a 
continuation of the Lucca (2013) study, 0.8 was used for this study. 
 The model simulates diffraction using a phase decoupling refraction approximation proposed 
by Holthuijsen et al., (2003). The approximation is based on the mild slope equation for 
refraction and diffraction, and omits phase information. Model standard default values with a 
smoothing factor of 1 and smoothing steps of 1 were used. 
 The model specifies five different options for bottom friction. For this study, the bottom friction 
used was Nikuradse roughness parameter kN of 0.04m which was set to be constant in the 
domain. Bottom friction for a sandy bottom is said to be determined by two parameters which 
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are a normalized bottom roughness and a parameter that represents the capacity for the waves 
to induce bottom motion described in detail by Holthuijsen et al., (2007).  
 Model exclusions: Ice coverage, wind forcing, structures, water level and current conditions 
were excluded from the simulations because the study focused on the wave driven current.  
3.5.3 Hydrodynamic model parameters 
The MIKE 21 hydrodynamic flow module is also based on the use of the flexible mash approach with 
the input of the spectral wave results.  
 The bathymetry described in section 3.5.1 was used for this module. 
 The datum used for the spectral wave module was applied. 
 A simulation period of 1600 time steps at 7 seconds intervals was applied. The time step for 
the hydrodynamic calculations is synchronized at the time step for the advection/dispersion 
calculations (DHI, 2012a). 
 The simulation time period and accuracy are controlled by specifying one of two numerical 
schemes: the lower order (faster but less accurate) or the higher order scheme (slower but more 
accurate). The process is dominated by convection (flow), then higher order space and time 
discretization should be used. The higher order numerical solver was used for the shallow water 
equations in this study and the Courant-Friedrich-Levy (CFL) number was kept below 0.8 
(default value).  
 The flooding and drying option was set to default values which was 0.005m for drying depth, 
flooding depth 0.05m and wetting depth 0.1m. 
 The model’s recommended value for the Smagorinsky coefficient (CS) used was for the eddy 
viscosity 
 Wind forcing was excluded from both Spectral wave and Hydrodynamic simulations as the 
study focused on waves. 
 MIKE 21 Spectral wave output files were used as input to the hydrodynamic module for the 
radiation stress results (SXX, SXY and SYY). 
3.5.4 Model discussion  
All simulations were based on an idealized impermeable groyne field with a uniform beach slope. This 
study explored the effect of multiple groyne fields, acting as a unit and the effect of groyne spacing on 
flow characteristics.  
Several parameters were varied for reasons discussed below:   
 Water level was varied in all simulations to ascertain the effect of water variations on the overall 
groyne field. Fixed water level was changed for all simulation by means of increase or decrease 
in the water level. This was done to incorporate tide changes as they were not incorporated 
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directly from the model. It was found that water level variations directly affect the groyne length 
in active water and offshore breaker width position for a single impermeable groyne. The eddy 
circulation and current speeds showed significant change with variation in water level which 
are discussed in detail in the next section.  
 Significant wave heights were varied for the same reason as the water levels. Increasing the 
significant wave heights resulted in an increase in the current speed around a groyne and 
associated flow patterns presented in section 4. Changing the significant wave height and the 
water level affected the flow constriction and provided a more complex eddy circulation pattern 
structure. Results from Lucca, (2013) for a single impermeable groyne, indicated that variation 
of the significant wave height may increase the current speed causing it to strengthen in the 
cross-shore direction, with strong rip currents alongside the groyne. 
 The wave incident angle was varied three times per simulation. Lucca (2013) found that wave 
incident angle plays a role in the current characteristics and eddy circulation. The increase in 
the wave incident angle results in an increase in current speed thus increasing the rip current 
experienced by the groynes.  
 Groyne spacing is an integral part of groyne design. Over estimating or under estimating the 
spacing may result in groyne structures being ineffective and negatively affect the coastline. 
The effectiveness of a groyne depends on its ability to retain littoral transport and resist the 
alongshore current. The groyne spacing for this study range from 0.8 – 4 times the groyne 
length/span.   
3.6 Numerical model compared to field data 
Lucca (2013) carried out field measurements of current velocities around the Bay of Plenty groyne. 
Field measurements were done using a propeller type directional current meters. The results from the 
current meter were not depth averaged while the model was depth and phase averaged. Lucca’s results 
were averaged over ten minutes. 
The data was recorded for 24 hours which included both high and low tide. The following additional 
geometric parameters were used for the model simulations: 
 Bathymetry domain of 4000 m alongshore x 1500 m cross-shore. 
 Simplified constant beach slope of 1/50 for modelling purposes. The actual beach slope has a 
steeper slope seaward of the groyne tips. (As depicted on Figure 3-1). 
 Groyne interspacing of 300 m. 
 Significant wave height of 1.4 m, wave period of 9.05 seconds and incident wave angle of 1160. 
 Tide condition of 1.5 m CD (chart datum) for high tide and 0.9 m CD for low tide. These 
corresponded to the actual tide conditions during the field experiments. 
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3.7 Dimensional Analysis 
The results are further represented by the use of non-dimensional scaling and plotted in sections. This 
is done to universally present the groyne tip velocity and the direction for better appreciation and 
limitation of local scour on groyne tip. The dimensional analysis was conducted as follows: 
 The groyne tip velocity u and the v components obtained from the numerical model results was 
used to obtain the velocity magnitude (|Vtip|). 
 The velocity data was non-dimensionalized by dividing HS/TP  
The velocity was scaled using HS/TP in line with Snell’s law. The law as presented by Bosboom &Stive, 
(2012) in chapter 5.5 reads as follows: 
The alongshore component driving force is as a result of the radiation stress 𝑆𝑥𝑦 as previously noted by 
Longuet-Higgins & Stewart (1964) and Reeve, et al. (2004). The driving force (𝐹𝑌 ) can be expressed 
as follows: 
𝐹𝑌 =  −
𝑑𝑆𝑥𝑦
𝑑𝑥





𝐸𝐶𝑔 cos θ  (Snell’s law)    (3-1) 
where c is the wave celerity, E is the wave energy, θ is the wave direction and 𝐶𝑔 is the wave group 
celerity. 
The alongshore driving force occurs when the waves are breaking and it is a function of the dissipation 
of wave energy within the surf zone. The driving force is countered by bed shear stress that develop as 
a result of waves breaking to restore equilibrium. The bed shear stress (𝜏𝑏,𝑦) can be expressed as 
follows: 






𝑉(𝑥)        (3-2) 
where 𝜌 is the density, 𝑐𝑓is the friction coefficient, 𝐻 is the wave height, ℎ(𝑥) is the water depth and 
𝑉(𝑥) is the depth averaged alongshore current velocity. Therefore equating 3-1 and 3-2 gives the depth 
averaged velocity and can be expressed as follows: 












        (3-3) 
for constant beach slope tan 𝛼 =  −
𝑑ℎ
𝑑𝑥
 and 𝛾 = 𝐻0/ℎ(𝑥). The current velocity is proportional to the 












tan 𝛼        (3-4) 
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where 𝛼 is the beach angle, 𝑐0 =  
𝑔𝑇0
2𝜋
 is the deep water group celerity and 𝑇0 is the deep water wave 











tan 𝛼        (3-5) 
Therefore the deduction that can be made from Snell’s law is 𝑉(max) is proportional to 𝐻0, ℎ𝑏 is 
proportional to 𝐻0, 𝐵𝑍 is proportional to 𝐻0 and 𝑄 is proportional to (𝑉(max), ℎ𝑏 , 𝐵𝑍). 
 The non-dimensional |Vtip|/(HS/TP) ratio was plotted against the flow constriction GL/BZ to 
evaluate the relationship that exist between the two ratios. 
 The groyne tip velocity direction or angle (β) was obtained using groyne tip velocity 
components (arctan 𝑢/𝑣). 
 The velocity direction was then plotted with the flow constriction. 
3.8 Residence time computation 
The residence time is defined as an average time a water parcel resides within a groyne compartment 
until it escapes. It was computed using fresh water method described in the literature review and 
represented by 𝑇𝑟 =  𝑉𝑣𝑜𝑙/𝑄0 (equation 2-5) where 𝑉𝑣𝑜𝑙 is the volume of water in a compartment 
between two groynes and 𝑄0 is the total inflow in a groyne compartment.  
The water volume in a groyne compartment was computed by using mean water level due to uneven 
water surface elevation. The inflow and outflow was measured using MIKE 21 hydrodynamic line 
measurement alongshore through the groyne tips and the inflow (P-flux) was summed. Using the 
outflow would have yielded similar results as the system was in equilibrium. The impermeable groynes 
forced the flow to enter and escape between the two groynes in the field thus allowing for 
comprehensive measurements. Semi-permeable or permeable groynes would have posed a challenge 
on gathering such data accurately due to the flow able to pass through the groynes.   
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Chapter Four presents and discusses an analysis of current dynamics within a groyne field. Wave 
parameters including significant wave height, mean sea level and incident wave angle have been varied. 
Spatial properties such as groyne spacing have also been varied. Together these results provide a 
comprehensive description of flow fields associated with possible groyne field configurations and 




This section explores how flow structure responds to varying conditions within a groyne field.  The 
section is structured as follows; 
Section 4.1 compares field measurements obtained by Lucca (2013) to modelled results using similar 
wave conditions. Due to the unavailability of the true site bathymetry some aspects (i.e. uniform beach 
slope, impermeable groynes, etc.) of the analysis was simplified. 
Section 4.2 evaluates the relationship between peak gradients in the radiation stress (the breaker zone 
BZ), the flow constriction (GL/BZ), groyne spacing, groyne tip velocities and direction. The evaluation 
is conducted by varying the following wave parameters: 
- Significant wave heights (HS) 
- Mean water level (MWL) 
- Incident wave angle () 
Section 4.4 discusses storm events.  
Section 4.5 discusses synthesis through dimensional analysis where by the various parameters (i.e. 
GL/BZ, GS/GL, groyne tip velocities and direction) are plotted to generalize the results.  
Section 4.6 discusses possible implications on water quality. 
Note: The ranges of incident wave angles used throughout the models (excluding section 4.1) are 300 





4.1 Numerical model compared to field data 
Lucca’s field results (see section 2.6) were used to compare flow field measurements to modelled results 
using similar wave parameters. However, there are limitations to this approach: certain model 
parameters (e.g. the idealized bathymetry with constant beach slope and straight shoreline, assumed 
impermeable groynes, etc.) are not accurate representations of the field conditions, as discussed in 
section 3.6. Nevertheless this process was intended as a simplified validation of the numerical model. 
4.1.1 Modelled Bay of Plenty 
The flow constriction and the groyne spacing to groyne length ratio for this condition are summarized 
in Table 4-1. The simulation was conducted for similar wave condition to those measured by Lucca 
(2013), HS = 1.4 m, TP = 9.05 s and the incident wave angle was 116°.  The water level was varied to 
simulate the Durban coast line’s range of tide levels  
Table 4-1: The effect of varying surface water levels on the breaker width, flow constriction and the current speed 
for wave condition 𝐻𝑠 = 1.4 m; 𝑇𝑝 = 9.05 s; 𝜃 = 116








GL /BZ GS /GL 











1.5 90 275 3.056 1.091 0.274 0.084 0.287 1.853 73 
0.9 93 245 2.634 1.224 0.295 0.093 0.309 1.999 73 
 
Figure 4-1 shows the flow patterns for 1.5 m water level condition. The flow patterns shows rip current 
on both sides of the groynes due to the position of the breaker zone closer to the shore.  This is consistent 
with Lucca’s (2013) observation. Furthermore, groyne compartments show circulation zones formed 
due to eddy recirculation. The flow constriction and GS/GL was found to be 3.056 and 1.091 
respectively. The groyne tip velocity magnitude was 0.287 m/s. The high flow constriction resulted in 




Figure 4-1: Modelled current speed vector plot for Water level = 1.5 m. The results reveal how alongshore current 
is resisted by the groynes, and as a result rip current and eddy circulation develop between the groynes. The Bay 
of Plenty groyne (magnified image) experienced the greatest peak rip current toward the mid span high tide and 
wave conditions. (Model run A2)  
The low water level significantly reduced the flow constriction from 3.056 to 2.634. The groyne tip 
velocity magnitude was 0.309 m/s. A 0.022 m/s increase in the groyne tip velocity magnitude from the 
previous condition. Eddy circulations were observed on the upstream side of the groynes (similar to the 
high water level condition), and were observed to recirculate within the groyne compartment (refer to 
Figure 4-2). 
The flow structure remained relatively unchanged for both high and low tide conditions. The peak 
current speed was observed to occur on groyne A for both water level conditions. The current was 
deflected cross shore on groyne A resulting in strong rip current. For low water level condition, the 






Figure 4-2: Modelled current speed vector plot for Water level = 0.9 m. The results reveal how alongshore current 
is resisted by the groynes, and as a result rip current and eddy circulation develop between the groynes. The Bay 
of Plenty groyne (magnified image) experienced the greatest peak rip current toward the midspan high tide and 
wave conditions. (Model run A1) 
4.1.1  Bay of Plenty Model findings summary 
Although there are noticeable differences between modelled and field conditions (i.e. groyne 
impermeability, bathymetry idealizations, etc.), this study’s modelled Bay of Plenty flow structure was 
observed to be consistent with Lucca’s field measurements (see Figure 2-12). Both show a 
predominantly cross shore current on both sides of BOP groyne. Pattiaratchi et al., (2009) found similar 
flow patterns to develop for impermeable groyne using Lagrangian measurement methods and their 
field observations were consistent with those of Trampenau et al., (2004), who found that rip current 
formation is common for impermeable groyne structures.  
Lucca, (2013) observed relatively stronger current speeds during high tide compared to low tide 
conditions. His field measurements showed strongest current speeds of 0.475 m/s on the upstream, mid-
span groyne section during high tide, and 0.365 m/s during low tide.  
The modelled current speeds and the midspan groyne position on the upstream side are consistent with 
Lucca’s field measurements. However, there are inconsistencies regarding the maximum current speed 




simulations. The inconsistency may be attributed to the sheltering effect of the two groynes upstream 
in the simulations. The sheltering effect introduced by upstream impermeable groynes can affect rip 
current formation. Trampenau et al., (2004) showed this by varying groyne permeability in his study 
and found that for low permeability (i.e. P ≤ 10%), rip currents associated with leeward side eddy 
circulations form between the groynes (see Figure 2-9). 
 The other inconsistency observed was regarding the current speed in front of the groyne tip. Field 
measurements observed an average rip current speed of 0.475 m/s for high tide conditions whereas the 
modelled results showed an average speed of 0.220 m/s. The lower model current speeds may be 
attributed to higher resistance of the modelled impermeable groynes compared to the semi-permeable 
field groynes, and the fact that the actual BOP groyne is exposed more than the other two upstream 
groynes due to the sheltering provided by the harbor entrance breakwater.  
The average current speed results for low tide conditions were found to be consistent for both sets of 
results: Field measured average current speed for the reduced water level (water level = 0.9 m) was 
found to be 0.365 m/s towards the groyne tip, similar to the modelled result of 0.370 m/s  (Model Run 
A1). However, the modelled results still showed the absolute peak current speed to occur on the down 
drift side of the groyne in contrast to the field results.  
4.1.2 Conclusion 
This study’s groyne field model was idealized as consisting of impermeable groynes, but for low water 
levels, field measurements were comparable to modelled results. This suggests that the groynes along 
the Durban coast behave more as impermeable rather than permeable groynes when the water levels are 
low. Modelled flow structure and peak velocity were consistent with field measurements. However, 
some inconsistencies were observed. The inconsistencies relate to the occurrence of peak current speeds 
on the groyne sides and the current speeds in front of the groyne tip. These inconsistencies may be due 
to (1) the sheltering effects provided by the upstream groynes, (2) the sheltering effects of the Southern 
breakwater at the harbor entrance, and (3) the permeability difference between the modelled and field 
groynes.  
Trampenau et al., (2004) showed that permeable groynes exhibit low resistance to alongshore current, 
and is therefore expected to experience predominantly alongshore current. The Durban groynes were 
constructed with reinforced concrete piles and rocks placed between the piles. It is therefore expected 
that the groynes will be predominantly impermeable at low tide due to the rock infill, but less so at high 
tide. The flow structure consistency between the two sets of results is evidence that the Durban groynes 
have low permeability (particularly at low tide), explaining the strong rip currents observed for both 
sets of results.   
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4.2 Peak gradient of radiation stress 
The results presented in this section include the peak gradient of the radiation stress components used 
to measure the breaker width from the model results and the flow constriction ratio (GL /BZ). The groyne 
spacing was kept constant at 300m for all simulations in this section. The effect of varied wave 
parameters was explored to elucidate the effect on the flow patterns presented in section 4.3. 
4.2.1 Significant wave height variation 
The significant wave height was varied from 1m to 3 m to elucidate the effect on the cross-sectional 
flow constriction. Significant wave height was kept below 3.5 m as 3.5m was considered to correspond 
to storm conditions, which are addressed in section 4.4.  Table 4-2 summarizes the findings of the effect 
of significant wave height variation breaker zone width, radiation stress components and flow 
constriction ratio.  
Table 4-2: The effect of significant wave height variation on breaker zone width for wave condition 𝐻𝑠 = 1 m; 
𝑇𝑝 = 14 s; 𝜃 = 45











GL /BZ GS/GL 
1 90 1.120 0.195 0.520 2.222 1.500 
2 150 3.500 0.720 1.800 1.333 1.500 
3 220 6.500 1.500 3.500 0.909 1.500 
 
An increase in significant wave height from 1 to 2 m (all other wave parameters remaining constant) 
resulted in the breaker zone width increasing from 90 to 150 m and a reduction in the GL /BZ ratio from 
2.222 to 1.333. The breaker zone moved offshore and the radiation stress components were seen to 
increase. Despite the offshore movement of the breaker zone width, waves were observed to break 
within the groyne length near the groyne tip. 
A significant wave height increase from 2 to 3 m (all other parameters remaining constant) resulted in 
a similar increase in the radiation stress components. The breaker zone width increased from 150 to 220 
m and the position moved beyond the extent of the groyne length. The GL /BZ ratio decreased from 
1.333 to 0.909.  
From the above observations it may be concluded that significant wave height considerably affects the 
flow constriction in the groyne field. An increase in significant wave height results in the breaker zone 
width increasing and extending beyond the groyne length for a given wave conditions. Having 
established from the results that the significant wave height affects the breaker zone width and the flow 
constriction, section 4.3 explores the overall effect on flow patterns. 
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4.2.2  Mean water level variation 
In this section mean water level (MWL) was varied to elucidate the effect of varying groyne length on 
the flow constriction, and radiation stress components. It was expected for the variation to directly affect 
the GL /BZ ratio as a result of the groyne length change while the breaker zone width remained constant. 
The breaker zone width remained unchanged due to a fixed wave height and a constant beach slope. 
The results for varying MWL for the constant wave condition 𝐻𝑠 = 1 m; 𝑇𝑝 = 14 s; 𝜃 = 45
0, are 
summarized in Table 4-3. 
Table 4-3: The effect of water level variation on radiation stress components for wave condition 𝐻𝑠 = 1 m; 𝑇𝑝  = 













GL /BZ GS/GL 
1 250 1.120 0.195 0.520 85 2.941 1.200 
0 200 1.120 0.195 0.520 90 2.222 1.500 
-1 150 1.040 0.195 0.480 90 1.667 2.000 
 
Varying MWL moved the shoreline nearer or further offshore, but had little effect on the magnitude of 
the radiation stress components and the breaker zone width as expected. Water level variation directly 
affects the groyne length in the active water zone thus this exercise is exactly similar to varying groyne 
length in active water zone. A water level increase from MWL = 0 to 1 m resulted in shoreline retreat 
landwards by 50 m and an increase in the groyne length in contact with the active water zone. The 
radiation stress components remained constant. Due to the increase in the effective groyne length, the 
flow constriction increased accordingly.  
The shoreline moved seaward by 50 m as the water level decreased from MWL = 0 to -1 m and the 
effective groyne length decreased from 200 to 150 m. Although the breaker zone moved further 
offshore, it remained within the groyne length. The flow constriction reduced from 2.222 to 1.667. The 
decrease in the effective groyne length and breaker zone width remaining relatively constant resulted 
in the decrease in the flow constriction.   
An increased Hs = 2m was applied to evaluate how the radiation stress components would be affected 
by water level variation. This was done to evaluate if the previous water level variation findings for 
significant wave height of 1 m would hold true for higher significant wave height. A summary of the 
findings for wave condition 𝐻𝑠 = 2 m; 𝑇𝑝 = 14s; 𝜃 = 45




Table 4-4: The effect of water level variation on radiation stress components for wave condition 𝐻𝑠 = 2 m; 𝑇𝑝 = 













GL /BZ GS/GL 
1 250 3.500 0.780 2.250 150 1.667 1.200 
0 200 3.500 0.720 1.800 150 1.333 1.500 
-1 150 3.250 0.700 1.650 160 0.939 2.000 
 
The breaker zone width increased from 90 m (Hs = 1 m) to 150 m (Hs = 2 m) and extended more 
towards the groyne tip for MWL = 1 m. Changes in MWL did not result in a breaker zone width increase 
however the breaker line moved shoreward. The flow constriction therefore increased from 1.333 to 
1.667 due to the increase in effective groyne length. 
As the water level reduced from MWL = 0m to MWL = -1m the u velocity component peaked on the 
upstream side of the groyne towards the groyne tip. The effective groyne length was reduced to 150 m 
which resulted in the reduction of the flow constriction is from 1.333 to 0.939. 
Varying MWL had a significant effect on the location of the breaker zone in relation to the groyne 
length.  
4.2.3  Incident wave angle variation 
The incident wave angle was varied to elucidate the impact of varying wave angles on breaker zone 
width and radiation stress components. The incident wave angle was varied from 300 to 1500. Wave 
parameters such as significant wave height, wave period and water level were kept constant. A summary 
of the findings is provided in Table 4-5.  
Table 4-5: The effect of incident wave angle variation on radiation stress components for wave condition 𝐻𝑠 = 1 
m; 𝑇𝑝 = 14 s; 𝑀𝑊𝐿 = 0 m. 
Ɵ 
(degrees) 
Peak SXX  
(m3/s2) 
Peak SXY  
(m3/s2) 




GL /BZ GS/GL 
300/1500 0.840 0.210 0.400 75 2.667 1.500 
450/1350 1.120 0.195 0.520 90 2.222 1.500 
600/1200 1.300 0.195 0.600 100 2.000 1.500 
 
The results above show that varying the incident wave angle affects both the radiation stress components 
and the breaker zone width. The breaker zone width and the radiation stress components increased with 
the increase in incident wave angle. All radiation stress components increased except for the alongshore 
component which reduced. The breaker zone width was located towards the mid span of the groynes 
for all variations of the incident wave angle.  
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A similar evaluation was conducted for increased significant wave height of 2 m to evaluate if the 
incident wave angle variation results for significant wave height of 1m would hold true. The wave 
condition 𝐻𝑠 = 2 m; 𝑇𝑝 = 14 s; MWL = 0 m was explored for varied incident wave height. A summary 
of the finding is provided in Table 4-6: 
Table 4-6: The effect of incident wave angle variation on radiation stress components for wave condition 𝐻𝑠 = 2 
m; 𝑇𝑝 = 14 s; 𝑀𝑊𝐿 = 0 m. 
Ɵ 
(degrees) 
Peak SXX  
(m3/s2) 
Peak SXY  
(m3/s2) 





300/1500 2.600 0.700 0.400 130 1.538 
450/1350 3.500 0.720 1.800 150 1.333 
600/1200 4.000 0.650 2.100 155 1.290 
 
Similar to the results described in Table 4-5, the breaker zone width and the radiation stress components 
increase with an increase in the incident wave angle, indicating that these variables are dependent on 
the incident wave angle. It is noted that the SXY component of the radiation stress peaks at an incident 
wave angle of 45°. Lucca (2013) found similar results for the SXY component at an incident wave angle 
of 45°. The reason for this finding is not clear. The flow constriction correspondingly reduced with the 
reduction in the incident wave angle.  
4.3 Eddy circulation around multiple groynes  
Section 4.2 showed how the breaker zone width and radiation stress components were affected by 
varying wave parameters, thus enabling the understanding on flow patterns, eddy circulations and 
circulation zone discussed in this section. For the purpose of this study, circulation zone refers to more 
than one eddy circulation formation between two groynes and eddy recirculation refers to eddy 
circulation forming upstream of a groyne. The results are then comprehensively used to elucidate eddy 
circulation formation, groyne tip velocity magnitude and direction for groynes within the groyne field. 
The dimensionless parameters are then used to explore how wave parameters and groyne geometric 
parameters affect the groyne functioning. 
4.3.1 Significant wave height variation 
In this section significant wave height was varied to elucidate how groyne tip velocity magnitude and 
direction, eddy circulation and recirculation forms and are affected by the variation. Table 4-7  
summarizes the results on the flow constriction, groyne tip velocity magnitude and direction for wave 
condition 𝑇𝑃 = 14 s; 𝜃 = 45
0/1350; MWL = 0 m; GS /GL = 1.5 (refer to Figure 3-3 for groyne labelling). 
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Table 4-7: Effects of varying significant wave height on the flow constriction and groyne tip velocity for wave 
condition  𝑇𝑝 = 14 s; 𝜃 = 45






































1 200 90 1.500 2.222 0.205 2.873 82 0.090 1.255 55 0.145 2.035 74 
2 200 150 1.500 1.333 0.833 5.829 47 0.399 2.794 32 0.527 3.688 45 
3 200 220 1.500 0.909 1.103 6.094 32 0.779 5.456 4 1.060 4.944 26 
 
The flow pattern for the Hs = 1 m wave condition is depicted in Figure 4-3 (a). The breaker zone line 
depicted in Figure 4-3 (a) indicate that the breaker zone width located within the groyne length. As a 
results the level of flow constriction was found to be 2.222. The peak cross shore current velocity 
component of 0.501 m/s was observed toward the midspan of Groyne C (upstream groyne) on the 
upstream side and reduced to 0.205 m/s towards the groyne tip. The current velocity direction (β) 
resembles the flow pattern shown.  The peak current velocity magnitude reduced to 0.45 m/s for 
downstream groyne B and A. However still located towards the groyne midspan. The groyne tip 
velocities were lower for downstream groynes compared to Groyne C (upstream groyne), Groyne B 
(central groyne) and A (downstream groyne) experiencing 0.09 m/s and 0.415 m/s respectively. 
The flow patterns show stronger current speed occurring on the upstream side of the groynes due to 
high flow constriction suggesting rip current. The hydrodynamic model predicts eddy circulation 
formation on the lee side of the groynes and eddy circulation zones between the groynes. Eddy 
circulation zones were observed to develop between the three groynes due to eddy recirculation.  Eddy 
recirculation was found to develop upstream of groyne B and groyne A due to sheltering effect provided 
by upstream groyne. 
The flow structure for wave condition HS = 2 m; TP = 14 s; θ = 45
0/1350; MWL = 0 m is shown in 
Figure 4-3 (b). The flow constriction reduced from 2.222 (BZ = 90 m) to 1.333 (BZ = 150 m) due to the 
increase in HS and breaker line relocated toward the groyne tip as shown in Figure 4-3 (b). The groyne 
tip velocity magnitude increased from 0.205 m/s to 0.833 m/s and peaked on the groyne tip as a result. 
Consequently, larger eddy circulation formed on the lee side of Groyne C and smaller eddies formed 
on downstream groyne A and B. With the increased significant wave height, the eddy recirculation 
effect appears to have disappeared. The groyne tip velocity was higher for Groyne C compared to 
downstream groynes, similar to the previous wave condition. The water surface elevation was observed 
to increase, particularly upstream of all the groynes and lower downstream. It may be concluded that 
increased significant wave heights results in a greater differential water surface elevation between the 
groynes which may result in gravity current noted by Trampaneu et al., (2004). 
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The groyne tip velocity suggests higher values for lower levels of flow constriction. The groyne tip 
current direction is also noted to be more towards 450 suggesting predominantly alongshore current 
direction.  Figure 4-3 (b) is in strong alignment with the results. The flow constriction reduced with the 
increase in significant wave height resulting in overall increase in the groyne tip velocities. 
The flow pattern for wave condition HS = 3 m; TP = 14 s; θ = 45
0/1350; MWL = 0 m (refer to Figure 4-3 
(c)) is consistent to Trampenau et al.’s (2004) findings for low levels of flow constriction, shown in 
Figure 2-9. The flow structure consists of relatively high velocities on both sides of the groynes and 
compact, elliptical eddy circulation on the lee side. The breaker line depicted in Figure 4-3 (c) extends 
past the groyne tip (GL/BZ = 0.909) therefore waves break outside the groyne length. The eddy 
circulation formed on Groyne C was observed to be larger compared to those formed on the leeward 






Figure 4-3 (a) (left): Predicted current vector plot and eddy circulation for wave condition (Hs = 1 m; Tp = 14 s; θ = 45
0/1350; MWL = 0), GL /BZ = 2.22 and GS = 300 m 
(Model run D9), (b) (centre): Predicted current vector plot and eddy circulation for wave condition (Hs = 2 m; Tp = 14 s;  θ = 45
0/1350; MWL = 0), GL /BZ = 1.33 and GS = 
300 m (Model run D12) and (c) (right): Predicted current vector plot and eddy circulation for wave condition (Hs = 3 m; Tp = 14 s;  θ = 45
0/1350; MWL = 0), GL /BZ = 0.91 
and GS = 300 m (Model run D14) 
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4.3.2 Mean water level variation (MWL) 
As previously noted and shown in section 4.2.2, mean water level variation is the method used in this 
study to vary the groyne span, thus affecting both the non-dimensional ratios GS/GL and GL/BZ. The 
breaker zone width is not affected by the variation as the wave condition remained unchanged, however 
the breaker line location in relation to the groyne length in the active water zone was affected. Mean 
water level was varied in order to elucidate the formation of eddy circulation, groyne tip velocity 
magnitude and direction, circulation zones and rip currents in a groyne field arrangement.   
Table 4-8 summarizes the findings on varying the groyne length in active water by varying the water 




) for groynes C (upstream groyne), B (central groyne) and A (downstream groyne). 
Table 4-8: Effects of varying water level on the geometric parameters and flow constriction for wave 
condition 𝐻𝑠 = 1 m; 𝑇𝑝 = 14 s; 𝜃  =  45






































-1 150 90 2.000 1.667 0.334 4.674 66 0.157 2.194 69 0.174 2.440 72 
0 200 90 1.500 2.222 0.205 2.873 82 0.090 1.255 55 0.145 2.035 74 
1 250 85 1.200 2.941 0.201 2.809 67 0.064 0.898 54 0.047 0.656 53 
 
The breaker line for water level condition MWL = -1 is depicted in Figure 4-4 (a) located more toward 
the groyne tip compared to the other water level conditions. As a result the flow constriction was found 
to be lower (GL/BZ = 1.667), however the groyne spacing to groyne length ratio was found to be higher 
(GS/GL = 2) compared to the other water level conditions. Low flow constriction resulted in higher 
groyne tip velocity magnitude due to the breaker zone width location towards the groyne tip. Flow 
patterns described in Figure 4-4 (a) appear similar to that of Figure 4-4 (b), however the notable 
differences are the groyne tip velocity magnitude and direction for groyne C, the eddy circulation and 
recirculation size and shape. The 1 m reduction in water level resulted in 50 m shoreline retreat seaward, 
ultimately reducing the groyne length in active water zone from 200 m to 150 m. The flow patterns 
formed in the groyne field reduced in size as eddies became circular and compact due to the increased 
velocity within the groyne field. The current speed peaked on the upstream side for all groynes. The 
eddy circulation formed on the lee side of groyne C became smaller in size due to a large leeward 
current combining with the upstream rip current at the groyne tip.  
Figure 4-4 (b) show an eddy circulation on the leeward side of groyne C and a second eddy circulation 
upstream of groyne B (eddy recirculation) for wave condition HS = 1 m; TP = 14 s; θ = 45
0/1350; MWL 
= 0 m.  The increase in the GL/BZ ratio from 1.667 to 2.222 and reduction in the GS/GL from 2 to 1.5 
due to the groyne length increase resulted in the reduction in the groyne tip velocity on all the groynes.   
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The flow pattern depicted in Figure 4-4 (b) show high rip current upstream of Groyne C. This was found 
to be typical for waves breaking closer to the shoreline as opposed to waves breaking towards the groyne 
tip. The eddy circulation formed on the lee side of groyne C was strengthened by the recirculation eddy 
triggering a zone of two eddy circulations between the groynes.  
The flow pattern associated with wave condition HS = 1 m; TP = 14 s; θ = 45
0/1350; MWL = 1 m is 
shown in Figure 4-4 (c). The GL/BZ ratio increased from 2.222 to 2.941 and the GS/GL ratio reduced 
from 1.5 to 1.2 as a result of the groyne length increase from 200 m to 250 m. Here the eddy circulation 
and recirculation size increased compared to that of Figure 4-4 (a) and Figure 4-4 (b). The breaker line 
shown in Figure 4-4 (c) moved shoreward. The eddy circulation therefore became elliptical in shape 
and bigger in size. The recirculation eddy formed upstream of groyne A and B appeared to form an 
additional eddy within the recirculation zone, thereby presenting three potential eddies between the two 
groynes. The groyne tip velocity magnitude reduced for the downstream groyne A and B as a result of 
the eddy size an observation that reinforces the findings by Trampenau et al., (2004) who found that 
bigger eddy circulations experience lower velocities than compact eddies.  
These results show that the flow structure did not significantly change as a result of water level 
variations. However the current speed within circulation zones increases for compact eddies and reduces 
for elliptical eddies. Lower water levels yield higher groyne tip current velocity magnitude compared 
to the elevated water levels. The results further reinforce the relationship that exists between the flow 





Figure 4-4 (a) (left): Predicted current vector plot and eddy circulation for (Hs = 1 m; Tp = 14 s; θ = 45
0/1350; MWL = -1), GL /BZ = 1.67 and GS = 300 m (Model run D10), 
(b) (centre): Predicted current vector plot and eddy circulation for (𝐻𝑠 = 1 m; 𝑇𝑝 = 14 s; θ = 45
0/1350; MWL= 0), GL /BZ = 2.22 and GS = 300 m (Model run D9) and (c) (right):  
Predicted current vector plot and eddy circulation for (Hs = 1 m; Tp = 14 s; θ = 45
0/1350; MWL = 1), GL /BZ = 2.94 and GS = 300 m (Model run D8) 
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From the above observations it may be concluded that water level variation does not affect the breaker 
zone width but rather relocates the breaker zone relative to the groyne length for the given wave 
condition. The water level variation/groyne length variation analysis was conducted for a higher 
significant wave height of 2 m to explore if the findings for significant wave height of 1m would hold 
true. A summary of the results is presented in Table 4-9. 
Table 4-9: Effect of varying mean water level on the geometric parameters and the flow constriction 
for wave condition 𝐻𝑠 = 2 m; 𝑇𝑝 = 14 s; θ = 45






































-1 150 150 2.000 0.939 0.933 6.531 31 0.695 4.862 23 0.793 5.554 30 
0 200 150 1.500 1.333 0.833 5.829 47 0.399 2.794 32 0.527 3.688 45 
1 250 150 1.200 1.667 0.667 4.671 67 0.222 1.557 68 0.331 2.318 66 
 
Due to the increased significant wave height from 1 m (previous results) to 2 m and reduced water level 
the flow pattern corresponding to wave condition 𝐻𝑠 = 2 m; 𝑇𝑃 = 14 s; 𝜃 = 45
0; MWL = -1 m is shown 
in Figure 4-5 (a). The flow constriction was found to be 0.939 which is an indication that the breaker 
zone extends beyond the groyne length. As depicted in the Figure 4-5 (a), the breaker line is located 
toward the groyne tip which presents high current velocity towards the groyne tip. This is evident on 
the results as the groyne tip velocity magnitude ranged from 0.793 – 0.933 m/s peaking on the tip of 
groyne C. The groyne tip velocity direction was found to range from 230 to 310 for all the groynes 
suggesting predominantly alongshore current. The flow patterns presented in Figure 4-5 (a) is in 
agreement. The flow pattern show compact eddies on the lee side of all the groynes.  
The flow pattern for MWL = 0 m (refer to Figure 4-5 (b)) shows the eddy formed on groyne C to be 
irregular in shape compared to the eddy circulations formed on groynes A and B. The increase in the 
water level from -1 m to 0 m resulted in the increase in the groyne span in the active water zone, thus 
the breaker line depicted on the figure moved shoreward resulting in the increase in the GL/BZ ratio 
from 0.939 to 1.333. The increase in the flow constriction resulted in the groyne tip velocity magnitude 
decrease range from 0.399 – 0.833 m/s and the groyne tip velocity angle increase range from 320 – 470. 
The water surface elevation upstream of groyne C was observed to be in excess of 0.25 m above the 
mean water level, while the downdrift side shows low water surface elevation. This high water level is 
due to low velocity as a result of alongshore current diversion. Trampenau, et al. (2004) found that for 
conditions where the breaker zone width is located towards the groyne tip, small circulation zones can 
develop up drift of a groyne towards the shoreline, resulting in low localized velocities and elevated 
water surface. Consequently upstream accretion and downstream erosion of the groynes can be expected 
for such conditions. The GS/GL ratio reduced from 2 to 1.5 and the flow patterns observed for MWL = 
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0 m and MWL = -1 m appear to be dissimilar. Having varied the groyne length from 150 m to 200 m it 
can be seen from Figure 4-5 (b) and the results that the groyne tip velocity and flow constriction were 
affected. This can be attributed to the breaker zone position as result of the change, therefore indicating 
that geometric property of the groyne such as groyne span affect flow characteristics. 
The elevated water level for wave condition Hs = 2 m; TP = 14 s; θ = 45
0; MWL = 1 m is depicted in 
Figure 4-5 (c). The groyne length increased from 200 m to 250 m resulting in the flow constriction 
increase from 1.333 to 1.667. The breaker line depicted in Figure 4-5 (c) show the location of the breaker 
line more toward the groyne midspan. The groyne tip velocity reduced and the angle increased. The 
velocity and the angle ranged from 0.222 – 0.667 m/s and 660 – 680 respectively. The flow structure 
depicts eddy recirculation between the groynes. The results suggest a tendency of eddy recirculation 
when the flow constriction is greater than 1.4. The recirculation zones between the groynes can be 
observed in the figure due to the geometric variation.  
The both set of results for Hs = 1 m and 2m showed a strong correlation between the non-dimensional 
parameters GS/GL, GL/BZ and 
|Vtip|
 HS/TP




decrease in the flow constriction resulted in an increase in the tip velocity and vice versa. The increase 
in the flow constriction was mainly due to the groyne length reduction and the wave parameters were 
kept constant, thus the effect was mainly geometric. The GS/GL ratio reduced accordingly with the 
increase in the groyne length. The reduction in the groyne spacing to length ratio is associated with a 





Figure 4-5 (a) (left): Predicted current vector plot and eddy circulation for wave condition (𝐻𝑠 = 2m; 𝑇𝑝 = 14s; θ = 45
0/1350; MWL = -1), GL /BZ = 0.94 and GS = 300 m (Model 
run D10), (b) (centre): Predicted current vector plot and eddy circulation for wave condition (𝐻𝑠 = 2m; 𝑇𝑝 = 14s; θ = 45
0/1350; MWL = 0), GL /BZ = 1.33 and GS = 300 m 
(Model run D12) and (c) (right): Predicted current vector plot and eddy circulation for wave condition (𝐻𝑠 = 2m; 𝑇𝑝 = 14s; θ = 45
0/1350; MWL = 1), GL /BZ = 1.67 and GS = 
300 m (Model run D11) 
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4.3.3 Incident wave angle variation 
Section 4.2.3 showed how varying the incident wave angle affects the peak gradient of the radiation 
stress and the breaker zone width. Studies such as Lucca (2012) found that the incident wave angle has 
weaker effects on the breaker zone width compared to other wave conditions. The findings of Section 
4.2.3 will now be used to explore the impact of varying the incident wave angle on the flow structure 
and current speed within a groyne field. Three incident wave angles were investigated and the results 
are summarized in Table 4-10.  
Table 4-10: The effect of varying incident wave angle on the flow constriction, the groyne tip velocity and 







































1500/300 200 75 1.500 2.667 0.153 2.139 79 0.162 2.271 23 0.212 2.969 80 
1350/450 200 90 1.500 2.222 0.145 2.035 55 0.090 1.255 32 0.205 2.873 82 
1200/600 200 100 1.500 2.000 0.191 2.668 80 0.191 2.672 68 0.274 3.842 78 
 
The results in Table 4-10 show various flow constriction, groyne tip velocities magnitude and direction 
as a result of incident wave angle variation. The results were expected as the incident wave angle was 
shown to affect the breaker zone width in section 4.2.3. Wave conditions depicted in Figure 4-6 (a), 
Figure 4-6 (b) and Figure 4-6 (c) show flow patterns dominated by eddy recirculation between the 
groynes. Groyne A experienced the highest groyne tip velocity magnitude for all incident wave angle 
condition as expected. The sheltering effect is evident in the flow patterns and the tip velocity and 
directions for the different incident wave angle conditions. The results show a typical flow structure 
consisting of eddy recirculation between the groynes for high flow constriction (GL/BZ > 1.4). The flow 





Figure 4-6 (a) (left): Predicted current vector plot and eddy circulation for wave condition (𝐻𝑠 = 1 m; 𝑇𝑝 = 14 s; θ = 150
0/300; MWL = 0), GL /BZ = 2.67 and GS = 300 m (Model 
run D16), (b) (centre): Predicted current vector plot and eddy circulation for wave condition (𝐻𝑠 = 1 m; 𝑇𝑝 = 14 s; θ = 135
0/450; MWL = 0), GL /BZ = 2.22 and GS = 300 m 
(Model run D9) and (c) (right): Predicted current vector plot and eddy circulation for wave condition (𝐻𝑠 = 1 m; 𝑇𝑝 = 14 s; θ  = 120
0/600; MWL = 0), GL /BZ = 2 and GS = 300 




4.3.4 Groyne inter-spacing variations 
Groyne field design studies such as Castelle et al., (2006) and Zanuttigh et al., (2005) suggest an optimal 
groyne spacing of 1.5 – 3 times the groyne length. Other studies such as Trampenau et al., (2004) 
suggest that admissible groyne spacing can be up to 5 times the groyne length. This section aims to 
explore the effects of varying groyne spacing on the groyne tip velocity, direction and flow patterns for 
groynes summarized in Table 4-11. Groyne A is the upstream groyne, B is the central groyne and C is 
the downstream groyne. It is important to note that for the results presented below, the wave incident 
angle of 1200 is equivalent to 600. As a result, the upstream groyne is A while C is the downstream 
groyne.  
Table 4-11: The effect of varying GS/GL ratio on the flow characteristics for wave condition 𝐻𝑠 = 1 m; 𝑇𝑃 = 14 s; 



































1.000 200 100 2.000 0.066 0.929 12 0.054 0.756 1 0.227 3.182 87 
1.750 200 90 2.222 0.109 1.532 59 0.183 2.568 65 0.269 3.762 76 
2.000 200 90 2.222 0.215 3.007 73 0.214 2.994 70 0.266 3.728 84 
3.000 200 90 1.500 0.377 5.278 81 0.363 5.078 82 0.362 5.062 87 
 
It is important to note that the wave condition was kept unchanged for the results presented in Table 4-
11. The parameter varied was the groyne spacing and water level for GS/GL = 2. As previously stated 
in section 4.3.2, varying the GS/GL ratio can be achieved by either varying the mean water level which 
ultimately affects the groyne length in contact with the active water zone, or varying the groyne spacing. 
Both methods do not affect the breaker zone width. 
The closely spaced groyne with GS/GL = 1 shown in Figure 4-7 (a) shows flow patterns consisting of 
recirculation eddies associated with GL/BZ greater than 1.4. The eddy circulation zones observed to 
develop are confined and compact. Groyne A experienced strong cross shore current while the 
downstream groynes were sheltered. Two eddies formed (lee side eddy and recirculation eddy) within 
the groyne compartments. The two eddies are approximately the same size and shape. The groyne tip 
velocity magnitudes ranged from 0.054 – 0.227 m/s peaking on groyne A for GS/GL = 1. It is also noted 
that the velocity for condition GS/GL = 1 was low particularly for downstream groynes compared to 
other groyne spacing conditions GS/GL = 1.75, 2 and 3. The groyne tip velocity directions ranged from 
10 - 870. The results for tip velocity direction are in agreement with the flow patterns depicted by Figure 
4-7 (a) showing rip currents on Groyne A and eddy circulation zones for downstream groynes. 
It is evident from the results that increasing the GS/GL ratio from 1 to 1.75 increased the groyne tip 
velocity magnitudes on all the groynes. The groyne tip velocity magnitude ranged from 0.109 – 0.269 
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m/s from groyne C to Groyne A, as expected the upstream groyne experienced highest velocity which 
is consistent with the previous results. The variation in GS/GL also resulted in bigger eddy circulation 
formation between all the groynes as depicted in Figure 4-7 (b). The sheltering effect provided by the 
first groyne is evident in the tip velocities and the flow patterns. The groyne tip velocity direction ranged 
from 590 - 760. This is an indication that the groyne spacing strongly affects the groyne tip velocity 
direction and magnitudes (both scaled and unscaled). 
The GS/GL = 3 case shown in Figure 4-7 (c) shows a similar flow structure to the previous groyne spacing 
condition (GS/GL = 1.75) with larger eddies. For the specified condition, the GS/GL was varied by reducing 
the groyne length in contact with the water zone. The results suggest a strong correlation between the 
GS/GL and both scaled and non-scaled velocities. Results show that an increase in the GS/GL results in 
groyne tip velocities and angle increase. The groyne leeward side eddy for all three groynes appear to 
be the same size.  
The GS/GL ratio variations suggest that an increase in the ratio may result in groyne tip velocity increase. 
The lower the ratio was the less effective the groyne field due to downstream groynes being sheltered, 
groyne tip velocities reduced in magnitudes and the flow patterns showed that downstream groynes 
tended to confine the flow within the compartments. The results support Castelle et al., (2006) and 
Zanuttigh et al., (2005) groyne spacing recommendations. It is evident from the results that the increase 
in GS/GL resulted in improved circulation within the groynes and increase in groyne tip velocities. GS/GL 
= 3 showed high rip currents developing updrift of the groynes and the groyne tip velocities direction 
were in agreement with this finding. Furthermore, the non-dimensional tip velocities increased for all 
the groynes for higher GS/GL ratio. This suggests that the groynes start behaving more as independent 
structures for large GS/GL ratios with higher risk of groyne tip local scouring.  This finding is not 
consistent with the Trampenau et al., (2004) suggestion, however Trampenau et al. did note that groyne 





Figure 4-7 (a) (left): Predicted current vector plot and eddy circulation for wave condition (𝐻𝑠 = 1m; 𝑇𝑝 = 14s; θ = 120
0/600; MWL = 0), GL /BZ = 2 and GS/GL = 1 (Model run 
B2), (b) (centre): Predicted current vector plot and eddy circulation for wave condition (𝐻𝑠 = 1m; 𝑇𝑝 = 14s; θ = 120
0/600; MWL = 0), GL /BZ = 2.22 and GS/GL = 1.75 (Model 
run E2) and (c) (right): Predicted current vector plot and eddy circulation for wave condition (𝐻𝑠 = 1m; 𝑇𝑝 = 14s; θ = 120





4.4 Storm event 
In this section storm event effects on a groyne field are explored. As previously noted in the literature, 
storm event is referred to an event whereby a significant wave height threshold is exceeded. A Durban 
storm event is considered to commence when the significant wave height exceeds 3.5m and ends when 
the wave height falls below 3.5m for a period of at least 2 weeks depending on the decay time of the 
autocorrelation (Corbella & Stretch, 2012c).  
4.4.1 Groyne spacing to groyne length during storm event 
Section 4.3.4 showed that groyne spacing is essential in a groyne field. As stated in that section groyne 
spacing to groyne length ratio from 1 (small spacing) to 3 (large spacing) was recommended by a 
number of studies. The destructive nature that storm conditions have on coastal environments presents 
a unique challenge for groyne stability and coastal erosion. The effect of the GS/GL during storm event 
on the groyne tip velocity magnitude and direction is presented in Table 4-12. 
Table 4-12: The effect of groyne spacing to groyne length ratio on the groyne tip velocity magnitude and direction 
for wave condition 𝑯𝒔 = 3.5 m; 𝑻𝒑 = 14 s; 𝛉 = 120



































1.250 200 300 0.667 1.146 4.582 18 1.018 4.072 8 1.349 5.395 31 
2.000 200 300 0.667 1.252 5.009 32 1.010 4.039 20 1.433 5.730 35 
3.000 200 300 0.667 1.348 5.391 31 1.329 5.317 33 1.369 5.475 32 
 
Similarly to section 4.3.4, the effect of GS/GL ratio on the flow pattern was presented in Figure 4-8.  
The results suggest high groyne tip velocity magnitude for all groyne spacing to groyne length 
conditions due to low levels of flow constriction ratio. This is expected for storm events due to high 
significant wave height. As can be seen in Figure 4-8, the breaker line for the three flow structures was 
found to extend far beyond the groyne length.  
The flow pattern for GS/GL = 1.25 is depicted in Figure 4-8 (a). Due to the close spacing of the groynes, 
the lee side eddy circulation formed occupied the compartments between all three groynes. Due to these 
eddy circulations, the water surface was elevated and high groyne tip velocity magnitude developed. 
Accretion upstream and erosion down drift of the groynes maybe expected for such conditions. Corbella 
& Stretch, (2012c) established a beach erosion trend for such storm events. Due to high differential 
water surface elevation between the groynes, gravity currents may develop between the groynes. 
Trampenau et al. (2004) suggested this phenomenon to occur particularly for impermeable groynes. 
The majority of the flow bypassed the groyne compartments and moved across the groyne tips. This 
results in high groyne tip velocity as shown in Table 4-12.   
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The GS/GL ratio was increased from 1.25 to 2 and the results are depicted in Figure 4-8 (b). Eddy 
circulation size on the lee side of the first groyne increased. All eddy circulations were compact and 
circular, indicating high current speed as suggested by Trampenau et al. (2004). The groyne tip velocity 
magnitude increased accordingly. The eddy circulation formed on Groyne B was observed to be smaller 
and more circular compared to the first Groyne A and the Groyne C. 
The GS/GL ratio was increased from 2 to 3 and the resulting flow pattern is depicted in Figure 4-8 (c). 
The eddy circulations which formed on the leeward side of all groynes appear to be compact and similar 
in size for all three groynes. The increase in GS/GL also affected the water surface elevation between 
the groynes as previously noted.  
It was observed that for closely spaced groynes (GS/GL = 1.25) the main longshore flow simply bypassed 
the groyne compartments rendering the groynes ineffective in reducing current velocity. The eddy 
circulations formed on the leeward side of the groynes and tended to occupy the entire compartment 
region between the groynes. The higher the GS/GL ratio became the less confined the flow structure 
became. The results suggest that under storm conditions large size eddy circulations form within an 
impermeable groyne field. Furthermore, the results suggest high groyne tip velocity magnitude develops 






Figure 4-8 (a) (left): Predicted current vector plot and eddy circulation for (𝐻𝑠 = 3.5 m; 𝑇𝑝 = 14 s; θ = 120
0/600; MWL = 0), GL /BZ = 0.667  and GS/GL = 1.25 (Model run 
Cs12), (b) (centre): Predicted current vector plot and eddy circulation for (𝐻𝑠 = 3.5 m; 𝑇𝑝 = 14 s; θ = 120
0/600; MWL = 0), GL /BZ = 0.667   and GS/GL = 2.00 (Model run Fs22) 
and (c) (right): Predicted current vector plot and eddy circulation for (𝐻𝑠 = 3.5 m; 𝑇𝑝 = 14 s; θ = 120
0/600; MWL = 0), GL /BZ = 0.667   and GS/GL = 3.00 (Model run Is8) 
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4.4.2 Critical storm event  
Previous sections have shown low flow constriction is associated with high groyne tip velocity 
magnitudes. The resulting flow structure consists of compact eddies within the groyne field suggesting 
high circulation velocity within an eddy and groyne tip velocity. Having used mean water variation 
method to vary the geometric parameter (GS/GL) in section 4.3.2, a similar method was used in this 
section. The effect of varying groyne span for wave condition 𝐻𝑠 = 3.5 m; 𝑇𝑃 = 14 s; θ = 135
0/450; 𝐺𝑠  
= 400 m on the flow constriction, groyne tip velocity magnitude and direction is presented in Table 
4-13. Groyne A is the upstream groyne while Groyne C is the downstream groyne. 
 
Table 4-13: The effect of varying groyne length in contact with active water zone on the flow constriction, groyne 







































-1 150 300 2.667 0.500 1.428 5.712 18 1.319 5.276 23 1.456 5.823 23 
0 200 300 2.000 0.667 1.374 5.498 28 1.364 5.457 32 1.573 6.291 31 
1 250 300 1.600 0.833 1.196 4.784 39 1.246 4.985 68 1.575 6.302 38 
 
The flow structure for GS/GL = 1.6 condition is depicted in Figure 4-9 (b) and corresponding current 
speed in Figure 4-10 (b). As depicted in the figures, the breaker line was observed to be beyond the 
groyne span as a result the GL/BZ ratio was found to be 0.833. High groyne tip velocity magnitude was 
observed and present in the table. The leeward side eddy circulation formed on groyne A was observed 
to be bigger in size compared to groyne B and C. The bigger eddy size is due to the elevated water level, 
resulting in increased groyne length and higher flow constriction. The breaker zone was located outside 
the groyne length. As a result the flow was predominantly alongshore and no recirculation patterns were 
observed as the GL/BZ ratio was lower than 1.4. 
 
The flow structure for groyne span condition (GS/GL = 2) is shown in Figure 4-9 (a). The eddy 
circulations on the leeward side of all three groynes were observed to be compact, however reduced in 
size compared to GS/GL = 1.6 condition. The flow constriction reduced from 0.833 to 0.667, indicating 
high current speeds within the groyne field. The predicted current speed depicted in Figure 4-10 (a) 
precisely show where peak current speed occurs at the tip of groyne A.  
  
The groyne spacing to groyne length condition showed the highest current speed conditions as depicted 
in Figure 4-9 (c). The flow constriction reduced from 0.667 to 0.500, while the groyne spacing to groyne 
length ratio increased from 2.00 to 2.67 due to the reduced groyne length from 200 m to 150 m. Thus 
presenting the flow structure depicted in Figure 4-9 (c). The eddy circulations for all three groynes 
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reduced in size significantly compared to the previous conditions. The reduction in size can attributed 
to majority of the flow bypassing the groyne compartments.  
 
The results further reinforce those in section 4.3.2 where high levels of flow constriction are associated 
with high groyne tip velocity magnitudes. The predicted current speed plot depicted in Figure 4-10 (c) 
showed that higher GS/GL ratio present critical condition for groyne tip stability. The flow patterns 








Figure 4-9 (a) (left): Predicted current vector plot and eddy circulation for (𝐻𝑠 = 3.5 m; 𝑇𝑝 = 14 s; θ = 135
0/450; MWL = 0), GL /BZ = 0.667 and GS /GL = 2.00 (Model run 
Fs25), (b) (centre): Predicted current vector plot and eddy circulation for (𝐻𝑠 = 3.5 m; 𝑇𝑝 = 14 s; θ = 135
0/450; MWL = 1), GL /BZ = 0.833  and GS /GL = 1.60 (Model run Fs24) 
and (c) (right): Predicted current vector plot and eddy circulation for (𝐻𝑠 = 3.5 m; 𝑇𝑝 = 14 s; θ = 135
0/450; MWL = -1), GL /BZ = 0.500 and GS /GL = 2.67 (Model run Fs26) 
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Figure 4-10 (a) (left): Predicted current speed plot for (𝐻𝑠 = 3.5 m; 𝑇𝑝 = 14 s; θ = 120
0/600; MWL = 0), GL /BZ = 0.667 and GS /GL = 2.00 (Model run Fs25), (b) (centre): 
Predicted current vector plot for (𝐻𝑠 = 3.5 m; 𝑇𝑝 = 14 s; θ = 120
0/600; MWL = 1), GL /BZ = 0.833 and GS /GL = 1.60 (Model run Fs24) and (c) (right): Predicted current vector 
plot for (𝐻𝑠 = 3.5 m; 𝑇𝑝 = 14 s; θ = 120
0/600; MWL = -1), GL /BZ = 0.500 and GS /GL = 2.67 (Model run Fs26) 
Fs25 Fs24 Fs26 
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4.5 Synthesis through dimensional Analysis 
Dimensional analysis was undertaken to generalize the results from the previous section 4.3 and 4.4. 
The flow constriction ratio first described by Tarnowska, (1985) was used. The ratio has been used in 
numerous studies to describe the efficiency of a groyne (i.e. Walker et al., 1991; Trampenau et al., 
2004; Lucca, 2013). The ratio and the groyne tip velocity, non-dimensionalized by the velocity scale 
Hs/Tp, are explored in this section to synthesize the results and give insight into the overall effects of 
the groyne field in reducing alongshore current, rip current and groyne tip velocities.  
The synthesis through dimensional analysis was conducted and the results for tip velocity and the level 
of flow constriction were separated into three plots. Figure 4-11 plot is for upstream groyne, Figure 
4-12 is for the central groyne and Figure 4-13 is for the downstream groyne. The plots were separated 
to show a clearer perspective for each groyne in the field. Section 4.3 and 4.4 showed predicted flow 
patterns for various wave and geometric conditions. The results from those two sections were plotted 
and presented in this section. 
Previous results showed that upstream groyne in a field experiences highest current speed due to 
alongshore current diversion. The non-dimensional results for the upstream groyne (groyne 1) were 
plotted together with Lucca’s, (2013) results for a single impermeable groyne. As previously noted in 
the literature, Lucca conducted a study titled “flow patterns around groynes in the coastal zones”. This 
was done to evaluate the effect of the level of flow constriction on the tip velocities. Lucca’s results for 
impermeable groyne were summarized and presented on Table 4-14. 
Table 4-14: The summary of wave parameters, tip velocity and scaled velocity for single impermeable groyne. 
The results were adapted from Lucca (2013, Ch. 6.7 pp 99 - 102). 

























1 14 200 90 90 0.25 0.05 0.26 3.61 
1 14 200 116 116 0.35 0.10 0.36 5.10 
2 14 237 157 157 0.69 0.39 0.79 5.55 
3 14 237 213 213 0.90 0.88 1.26 5.87 
3 14 225 221 221 0.88 0.90 1.26 5.87 
 
The composite plot for the upstream groyne and Lucca’s results are presented on Figure 4-11 showing 




Figure 4-11: is a synthesis of the results showing how the flow constriction (GL/BZ) affects groyne tip velocity 
(|Vtip|/(HS/TP)) for groyne 1. The GS/GL values are shown in the figure. 
The non-dimensional relationship explored in Figure 4-11 shows a trend of decreasing groyne tip 
velocity magnitude with an increase in the flow constriction. The same relationship exists in Lucca’s 
results. The plot shows points resembling a straight line for low GL/BZ values. The curve suddenly 
declines to a steeper slope for GL/BZ greater than approximately 1.4. Flow patterns presented in section 
4.3 showed a trend of recirculation eddies to form between the groynes for GL/BZ > 1.4. As previously 
noted, the recirculation eddies were elliptical in shape, and low velocities occurred within the eddy. 
This was consistent with Trampenau et al., (2004) study findings of circular eddies associated with low 
velocities. The decline shown on the curve may be associated with eddy circulation or circulation zones.  
It is also important to note that circulation zones results in longer flow paths for constricted flow as a 
results of current peak within the groyne span, which may results in friction losses. The plot also shows 
GS/GL associated with the level of flow constriction and the tip velocity. For the upstream groyne in the 
field, it was established from previous flow pattern results that the GS/GL on the tip velocity was 
minimal. For very low flow constriction, the tip velocity are expected to approach zero. 
Central groyne (groyne 2) results for non-dimensional parameters the GL/BZ, GS/GL and tip velocity is 
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Figure 4-12: is a synthesis of the results showing how the flow constriction (GL/BZ) affects groyne tip velocity 
(|Vtip|/(HS/TP)) for groyne 2. The GS/GL values are shown in the figure. 
It is important to note that Lucca’s results were only presented together with the upstream groyne 1. 
The curve for groyne 2 is showing similar observation as for upstream groyne 1. High level of flow 
constriction results in low tip velocity and vice versa. The graph is expected to approach zero for very 
low flow constriction. This is due to the alongshore current reducing towards the shoreline and peaking 
on the breaker line as described by Bosboom & Stive, (2012) (refer to equation 3-5). Similarly to the 
previous curve for the upstream groyne 1, there is a sudden decline on the curve for GL/BZ greater 1 
which is less than 1.4 from the previous curve. The decline may be associated with the eddy circulation 
or circulation zones again for central groyne 2. Previous results did show that the central groyne was 
typically experience least tip velocity magnitude compared to upstream groyne 1 and downstream 
groyne 3. The spreading out of the points may be associated with GS/GL variation. Previous results in 
section 4.3.4 shed that a variation of GS/GL results in variation of tip velocity for downstream groynes. 
Low GS/GL values are associated with low tip velocity while high values are associated with high tip 
velocity.  
The plot shown in Figure 4-13 depict downstream groyne (groyne 3) results for non-dimensional 
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Figure 4-13: is a synthesis of the results showing how the flow constriction (GL/BZ) affects groyne tip velocity 
(|Vtip|/(HS/TP)) for groyne 3. The GS/GL values are shown in the figure. 
The curve for downstream groyne 3 shows similar observation as for upstream groynes. The plot shows 
a consistent decline in the curve. The results suggest that for high flow constriction, the tip velocity 
approaches zero as well. Overall the relationship further reinforces flow pattern findings in section 4.3 
suggesting that high groyne tip velocity is associated with low flow constriction. This is consistent with 
Trampaneu et al’s. (2004) findings for impermeable groynes. The trend further highlights risks of 
groyne tip local scouring associated with low levels of flow constriction. Previous results in section 4.3 
showed that for high flow constriction (GL/BZ > 1), the current velocity magnitude tends to peak more 
toward the groyne mid span due to the breaker zone located within the groyne tip. The relationship 
between the tip velocity and the flow constriction shows a correlation between the two parameters (tip 
velocity and flow constriction). Therefore high flow constriction may not necessary imply elimination 
of the risk for local scour within the groyne span but may suggest lower risk of local scour on the groyne 
tip. It is important to note that the breaker line is where the alongshore current peaks as previously noted 
by Bosboom & Stive (2012). 
The tip velocity direction was plotted with the flow constriction for upstream groyne (groyne 1), central 
groyne (groyne 2) and downstream groyne (groyne 3). Groyne 1 is shown in Figure 4-14, groyne 2 
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Figure 4-14: Flow constriction effect (GL/BZ) on the groyne tip velocity angle (β) for upstream groyne 1  
The plot for the upstream groyne resembles a linear relationship between the tip velocity angle and the 
level of flow constriction. The plot does approach 900 for high flow constriction. This flow patterns 
results in section 4.3 are consistent with the groyne 1 velocity angle direction. For high flow 
constriction, rip current was evident on the upstream groyne and recirculation eddies formed on 
downstream groynes. For very low level of flow constriction the flow angle approaches zero. Low flow 
constriction could be due to very small groyne length. In that scenario, the groyne would not serve its 
purpose for resisting alongshore current. Bosboom & Stive, (2012) discussed in detail the alongshore 
current velocity as being highest along the breaker line and decaying away from the breaker line towards 
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Figure 4-15: Flow constriction effect (GL/BZ) on the groyne tip velocity angle (β) for central groyne 2 
The plot for groyne two appears dissimilar to that of groyne 1. However, the scattered data still show 
the above mentioned relationship between flow constriction and the tip velocity angle. GS/GL may be 
responsible for the scattering of points as it was shown previously on section 4.3.4 to affect downstream 
groynes in the field.  
 











































The plot for groyne 3 resembled scattered data similar to groyne 2 plot. The plot shows general increases 
in the groyne tip velocity angle (approaching 900) as the flow constriction increases. This was shown 
to be the case for conditions where there was rip current formation and waves breaking towards the 
groyne midspan. The plot suggests that the groyne tip velocity is near 900 for GL/BZ > 2 approximately. 
The observation that high flow constriction results in high groyne tip velocity angle is consistent with 
the flow pattern presented in section 4.3. The flow pattern showed cross shore current dominating for 
high levels of flow constriction. 
To further clarify the results, the groyne tip velocity for wave condition 𝐻𝑠 = 1 m; 𝑇𝑃 = 14 s; 𝜃 = 
450/1350; MWL = -1 m and 𝐻𝑠 = 2 m; 𝑇𝑃 = 14 s; 𝜃 = 45
0/1350; MWL = -1 m were plotted in Figure 
4-17 and Figure 4-18 respectively. The plots shown on both of the figures show groyne tip u and v 
velocities used to determine the groyne tip velocity magnitude and direction. The cross-shore distance 
(from 0 m on the groyne tip and 140 m cross shore) was non-dimensionalized using the groyne length. 
 
Figure 4-17: Groyne tip velocity components for wave condition 𝐻𝑠 = 1 m; 𝑇𝑝 = 14 s; θ = 45
0/1350; MWL = -1 
m; GL = 150m; BZ = 90 m; GL/BZ = 1.667. The velocity was measured at the groyne tips. 
The groyne tip velocity suggest predominantly cross shore flow for all the groynes. As a result, the 
trends show slow velocity decay with offshore distance. The rip current that developed on the groynes 
dissipates slowly. As shown in Figure 4-17, the u velocity for groyne C (upstream groyne) was observed 
to be higher compared to the downstream groynes. The figure is typical of high levels of flow 
constriction which often results in rip current formation. The groyne tip velocity for HS = 2 is shown in 
Figure 4-18. Similar to the previous results, the velocity was plotted as a function of the cross shore 
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Figure 4-18: Graph showing alongshore velocity components for wave condition 𝑯𝒔 = 2 m; 𝑻𝒑 = 14 s; 𝛉 = 
450/1350; MWL = -1; GL = 150m; BZ = 160 m; GL/BZ = 0.938. Groyne C is the upstream groyne, B central groyne 
and A downstream groyne. 
The low flow constriction (GL/BZ = 0.938) for the specified wave condition suggest high groyne tip 
velocities. It can be seen from Figure 4-18 that the v velocity is higher than the u velocity. The higher 
v velocity indicates alongshore dominance which was also shown in the flow patterns depicted in Figure 
4-5. Thus the velocity quickly decays. 
Storm event groyne tip velocity were also plotted and is presented on Figure 4-19 for wave condition 
𝐻𝑠 = 3.5 m; 𝑇𝑃 = 14 s; 𝜃 = 135
0/450; 𝑀𝑆𝐿 = -1 m.  The u and the v velocities were obtained from the 
groyne tips (0 m) for groyne A (upstream groyne), B (central groyne) and C (downstream groyne) to 
400 m cross shore distance.   
The results for the groyne tip velocities are shown in Figure 4-19. The cross shore distance was non-
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Figure 4-19: Groyne tip u and v velocity components for wave condition (𝐻𝑠 = 3.5 m; 𝑇𝑝 = 14 s; θ = 
1350/450; GL = 150m; MWL = -1 m; GL/BZ = 0.5). Groyne A is the upstream groyne, B central groyne 
and C downstream groyne. 
The v velocity component was higher (highest 1.335m/s) compared to the u velocity component 
(highest 0.577 m/s). This was due to the predominant along shore current that is shown by the flow 
patterns in Figure 4-9 (c). The trends show the groyne tip velocity components peak at approximately 
20 to 40 m (0.133 to 0.267 m/s) from the groyne tip and a steady decay seaward away from the groyne 
tip. The steady decay is due the breaker line located further away from the groyne tip. As a result the 
peak velocity occurred away from the groyne tip. 
Similar to the velocity components trends for groyne A, the v velocity component was observed to be 
higher compared to the u velocity component suggesting predominant alongshore current. The velocity 
peaked close to the groyne tip similar to groyne A (v velocity = 1.25 m/s and u velocity = 0.42 m/s).  
The u, v velocity components and current speed for groyne C peaked at 1.31 m/s for v velocity and 0.59 
m/s for u velocity. As previously noted, the groyne tip velocities results for the specified storm events 
are comparable. This strongly suggest weak current resistance by the groynes which may mean high 
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4.6 Water quality implications 
The flow pattern results presented in section 4.3 showed flow patterns can have different flow 
characteristics associated with different flow constriction and geometric parameters such as groyne 
spacing to groyne length ratio.  It can be deduced from previous flow pattern results (section 4.3) that 
flow patterns and circulation zones between impermeable groynes can affect water quality. Due to the 
impermeability of the groynes, flushing and residence times between the groynes can be expected to be 
longer compared to that of permeable groynes. Eddy circulation zones found to develop between the 
groynes may also result in longer residence times. This implies longer time for contaminants or 
pollutants to be flushed out of the system. 
This section aims to explore the effect of varied wave conditions, incident wave angle, water level and 
groyne spacing and groyne length on residence time. Residence time was determined using The 
residence time was computed using fresh water method described by Kenov, et al., (2012) for 
compartments between the groynes as depicted in Figure 3-3. 
Table 4-15 summarizes the effect of varying the significant wave height and incident wave angle on the 
flow and residence time results for constant groyne spacing of 300 m  
Table 4-15: The effect of varying wave conditions on the P-flux and residence time in a groyne field for constant 



















Area 1 inflow 
(m3/s) 
𝑸𝟐 













30/150 2.667 1.500 6.807 6.772 4.897 4.922 
45/135 2.222 1.500 9.934 5.960 3.356 5.593 
60/120 2.000 1.500 10.381 8.967 3.211 3.717 
2 0 
30/150 1.379 1.500 15.308 15.737 2.178 2.118 
45/135 1.333 1.500 15.646 15.207 2.131 2.192 
60/120 1.290 1.500 14.171 16.427 2.352 2.029 
 
The results show that increased low levels of flow constriction results high flow and reduction in the 
residence time. Higher flow rates and velocities were found to develop both on the leeward and 
upstream side of a groyne when significant wave heights increased from 1 m to 2 m. Section 4.2.1 
showed that eddy recirculation zones develop between the groynes for GL/BZ > 1.4. The eddy circulation 
zones resulted in longer residence times for significant wave height of 1 m. The results also show that 
for low significant wave heights more oblique wave angles can increase residence time.  
Studies such as Castelle et al., (2006), Zanuttigh et al., (2005) and Trampenau et al., (2004) stressed 
the importance of groyne spacing in a groyne field as one of the important parameters in ensuring 
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efficient functioning of a groyne field. Section 4.3.4 showed that closely spaced groynes (GS/GL< 1) 
can have detrimental effects on the hydrodynamic and morphodynamic functioning of a groyne field, 
thus negatively affecting water quality. Table 4-16 summarizes the residence time results in a groyne 
field associated with varying groyne spacing and a constant wave condition.  
Table 4-16: The effect of varying GS /GL ratio on the P-flux and residence time in a groyne field for constant 































1 0 60/120 
1.250 2.000 10.62 6.836 2.625 4.079 
1.500 2.000 10.38 8.967 3.211 3.717 
1.750 2.000 12.69 12.35 3.078 3.162 
2.000 2.000 14.63 17.18 3.050 2.597 
2.500 2.000 15.67 15.98 3.559 3.502 
3.000 2.000 20.32 22.99 3.294 2.911 
 
The results show that total flux increased with the increase in the groyne spacing to groyne length ratio. 
However, the increase resulted in a larger water volume occupying the groyne compartments. This 
resulted in longer residence time. Section 4.3.4 showed that the flow patterns in a groyne field do not 
significantly change due to varying groyne spacing. However, the results show that the recirculation 
eddy grew bigger with increased groyne spacing.  
Section 4.4 showed the effect of storm events on the flow structure in a groyne field. It was apparent 
from the results that storm events are detrimental for the stability of a groyne field. High groyne tip 
velocities were observe to persist posing a risk of local scour. The flow patterns also showed compact 
eddy formation on the leeward side of all the groynes suggesting high velocity associated with efficient 
water circulation. Table 4-17 summarize inflow and residence time results during storm events in a 
groyne field.  































1 30/150 1.600 0.833 36.71 55.15 1.892 1.259 
0 30/150 2.000 0.667 33.86 42.39 1.313 1.048 
-1 30/150 2.667 0.500 28.14 29.24 0.889 0.855 
3.5 
1 45/135 1.600 0.833 36.30 52.50 1.913 1.323 
0 45/135 2.000 0.667 32.83 39.70 1.354 1.119 




For the storm event the flow rate within a groyne field increased more than three times and the residence 
time reduced by more than 50% of the initial residence time observed for 𝐻𝑠 = 1 m. The results show 
that high significant wave height results in high flow rates. The residence time was found to be lower 
for low levels of flow constriction due to lower water levels. This may also be explained by the results 
presented in section 4.3.2 which discuss low water levels and corresponding flow patterns. Low levels 
of flow constriction are associated with high groyne tip velocity which explains the shorter flushing of 
the system. 
The residence time results showed high flow constriction may lead to longer residence times. The 
incident wave angle was observed to affect the water circulation within the groyne field. More oblique 
wave angles lead to longer residence times. However, significant wave height showed significant effect 
on the residence time due to low values of the flow constriction associated with high significant wave 
heights. The flow patterns described in section 4.3 gives a good indication of residence time in a groyne 
field. The resident time and eddy circulation results suggest strong dependency on the GL/BZ. low flow 
constriction associated witht compact eddy circulation results in shorter residence time while higher  
flow constriction associated with elliptical and recirculation eddies results in longer resident time. 
Therefore it can be concluded that low flow constriction results in shorter residence times and therefore 





5. SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
This chapter summarizes the findings discussed in the previous chapter and directly addresses their 
relevance to the research questions outlined in chapter one. The chapter concludes with a brief 





The results of this study show that varying wave parameters and groyne geometry results in changing 
flow structure patterns. Three distinct flow pattern regimes were observed in a groyne field as a result 
of wave conditions, and the geometric parameters GL/BZ and GS/GL.  
 
The effects of the groyne spacing to length ratio GS/GL on the flow patterns, groyne tip velocity 
magnitude and angle was conducted in sections 4.3.4 and 4.4.1. As noted in there, an increase in the 
GS/GL ratio resulted in an increase in the groyne tip velocity magnitude and direction. The plots did 
show conditions where GL/BZ remained unchanged while the GS was varied. For such conditions, the 
correlation between the GS/GL and the tip velocity could be established successfully. For conditions 
where the variation in GS/GL was due to GL, it was not easy to delineate the correlation due to GL/BZ 
also being affected.   
 
The three flow pattern regimes showed strong dependency on flow constriction. Using the Durban wave 
rose to gather significant wave heights data, HS distribution and direction could be used to establish the 
GL/BZ which can then be used to ascertain occurrence frequency of the flow patterns. Durban wave data 
covering all four seasons is shown in Figure 1-4. The figure shows percentage distribution for various 
significant wave heights. The GL was fixed at 200 m. The significant wave height was split into three 
ranges as shown in the Table 5-11. Using average incident wave angle of 1350 the wave rose showed 
approximately 74% of the significant wave heights propagate from the south western direction (θ   ̴





Table 5-1: Durban wave rose data summary for HS and associated GL/BZ  
HS (m) GL (m) BZ (m) GL/BZ Distribution % 
0 – 1.5 200 0 -112 GL/BZ ≥ 1.79 52 
1.5 - 2.5 200 112 – 187 1.79 ≥ GL/BZ ≥ 1.09 42 
>2.5 200 >187 1.09 ≥ GL/BZ 6 
 
The results in the table were linked to the flow patterns and the distribution percentage for each 
significant wave range. The GL/BZ for each HS range was associated with the flow pattern regimes to 
establish the occurrence frequency. 
 
a) Flow pattern structure 1 (GL/BZ ≥ 1.4) 
Flow pattern structure 1 was observed to develop within the groyne field when the flow constriction is 
high (GL/BZ ≥ 1.4). The pattern was apparent when the breaker zone width was shorter than the groyne 
length and the breaker zone located towards the midspan of the groyne. The flow structure was found 
to be typical for wave conditions where the significant wave height was small (i.e. HS = 1 m). It was 
observed that the eddy recirculation tended to shrink in size when the GS/GL ratio decreased and grew 
bigger with the increase in the ratio. A schematic for the flow pattern structure is depicted in Figure 5-1. 
 
 
Figure 5-1: Schematic flow pattern structure 1 for an impermeable groyne field. The wave direction is depicted 
on the figure. For simplicity, the red dotted line indicates the breaker line where majority of the waves would 
break. The groynes in the field experienced rip current on both sides due to the diversion of the alongshore current 
seaward and the eddy circulation formation on the leeward side. Peak rip current was typically observed to occur 
on the upstream of the first groyne in the field and the downstream groynes experienced lower velocity. Eddy 
circulation zones were observed to develop between the groynes. 
The upstream groyne in the system (Groyne C) was found to develop high cross shore current speeds 
(rip current) on the upstream side. The variation in GL/BZ and GS/GL affected downstream groynes 
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greatly compared to Groyne C. The increase in GL/BZ values resulted in groyne tip velocity increase 
and diminished the recirculation eddies when the ratio was less than 1.4. The current cross shore speed 
was found to be between 0.2 – 0.5 m/s and the peak current speed was observed on the updrift side of 
the groyne C. The rip current observed on the first groyne was consistent with the findings of Lucca, 
(2013) and Pattiaratchi et al., (2009) for similar wave conditions. The groyne tip velocity showed cross 
shore dominant direction (β approaching 900). The wave angle ranged from 530 - 820. This was the case 
for all the groynes in the field. The increase in GL/BZ resulted in reduction in the β. The first groyne 
was also observed to shelter the downstream groynes particularly for low GS/GL conditions (< 1.2). Low 
GS/GL conditions also showed high groyne tip velocity for upstream groyne (groyne C) and low groyne 
tip velocity for downstream groynes. Furthermore, the flow patterns depicted circulation zones and 
confinement between the groynes. This showed high residence time suggesting poor flow circulation 
between the groynes. The circulation zones were found to adversely affect water quality. Sediment is 
thus likely to be retained within the groyne compartment and only escape from the system through the 
rip current. The long term effect may be negative morphological evolution of the near shore zone, 
accretion upstream and erosion of beaches downstream. Furthermore, the first groyne may experience 
local scour due to it being the mainly effective groyne. The flow structure 1 is associated with GL/BZ ≥ 
1.79 from Table 5-1 and occurrence frequency percentage of 52. The results suggest that flow structure 
1 is more expected for the Durban coast compared to the other flow structure patterns. 
 
b) Flow pattern structure 2 (1 ≤ GL /BZ ≤ 1.4) 
Flow pattern structure 2 was found to develop for 1 ≤ GL /BZ ≤ 1.4. The increase in the significant wave 
height affected the breaker zone width; the breaker line moved seaward towards the groyne tip. The 
flow constriction reduced and the flow pattern of Figure 5-2 was observed. The flow pattern consisted 
of lee side eddy formation on all the groynes.  




Figure 5-2: Schematic flow pattern structure 2 for an impermeable groyne field. The wave direction is depicted on 
the figure. For simplicity, the red dotted line indicates the breaker line where majority of the waves would break. 
Bigger and more circular eddies were observed to form on the leeward side of all the groynes. However, the first 
groyne (groyne C) in the field typically experienced the biggest eddy circulation compared to the rest of the 
groynes. 
The lee side eddies were observed to be elliptical in shape. The breaker line moved offshore within the 
groyne length as a results of GL /BZ reduction. The peak current moved accordingly and was found to 
be high on both sides of the groynes; between 0.5 - 1 m/s, and often peaked on the leeward side towards 
the tip of the groyne. The groyne tip velocity magnitude increased and the flow formed an eddy. As a 
result, the velocity angle ranged from 230 - 470 suggesting a predominant alongshore current. Similarly 
to the previous flow structure 1, the low GS/GL resulted in low tip velocity for downstream groynes and 
confined flow between the groynes. High GS/GL showed high tip velocity. The increase evident 
throughout the groynes and was comparable on all the groynes for GS/GL = 3. This suggests groyne 
isolation reinforcing the importance of optimum groyne spacing. The eddy circulations reduced in size 
for downstream groynes. The flow pattern was less constricted than for flow structure 1 and the 
circulation zones disappeared. The flow structure 2 experienced shorter residence time compared to 
flow structure 1 due the absence of recirculation patterns. Due to increased groyne tip velocity, the 
specified flow pattern may be prone to groyne tip local scour for all the groynes compared to the 
previous flow structure 1. Flow structure 2 may be associated with significant wave height distribution 
of 42% from Table 5-1. Therefore also showing high percentage of occurrence. 
c) Flow pattern structure 3 (GL /BZ ≤ 1) 
Flow pattern structure 3 was observed to develop for low levels of flow constriction associated with 
high significant wave heights (GL /BZ ≤ 1). This was the case for high significant wave height (HS ≤ 3 
m. The structure developed due to the position of the breaker line at the groyne tip and at times beyond 




Figure 5-3: Schematic flow pattern structure 3 in an impermeable groyne field. The wave direction is depicted on 
the figure. For simplicity, the red dotted line indicates the breaker line where majority of the waves would break. 
Bigger and more circular eddies were observed to form on the leeward side of all the groynes. However, the first 
groyne on the field typically experienced the biggest eddy circulation compared to the rest of the groynes. 
The eddy circulations on the lee side of all three groynes were found to be compact, consisting of high 
current speeds (0.8 - 1.4 m/s). The low flow constriction resulted in increase in the groyne tip velocity 
The velocity direction was found to range from 40 - 350 suggesting predominant alongshore current. 
The current speed was found to peak towards the groyne tip and mainly alongshore. The flow mostly 
bypassed the groyne compartments particularly for low GS/GL. The higher the ratio, the more the groyne 
were isolated. Upstream groyne was mostly exposed due to the alongshore diversion.  Residence time 
was found to be shorter for flow structure 3 due to high flow rate and velocity. The current speed within 
the eddy may result in erosion on the lee side of the groyne and accretion upstream. Due to the resulting 
modelled high velocities, it is surmised that this flow structure may be associated with high rates of 
beach erosion and local scouring within the groyne structure. The flow structure was infrequent (a 
distribution of 6%) compared to other flow pattern regimes. This is due to the flow pattern associated 




The local scouring on the groyne tips is shown on Figure 5-4 and discussed in the context of the results.  
 
Figure 5-4: beach contours and scouring bathymetry for Durban groynes adapted from Lucca (2013) Figure 1.4. 
The bathymetry was developed on MIKE 21 Mesh generator. The highlighted area show Bay of Plenty groyne tip 
where scouring appear to be worse compared to the other groynes upstream.  
The local scouring on the groyne tips is worse for the downstream groynes and better for upstream. 
Results in section 4 showed that the upstream groyne is more likely to experience local scour failure 
due to it venerability as it is first groyne to resist the alongshore current. However as it is shown in 
Figure 5-4 from field data, this is not the case. The harbor break water may be sheltering the upstream 
groynes, leaving the downstream groyne exposed. Literature (i.e. Trampenau et al., 20004) noted that 
upstream groyne in a field typical gets exposed to higher current velocity compared to downstream 
groynes due to alongshore current diversion particularly for impermeable groynes. The results in section 
4 are in agreement with this notion. The upstream groyne in the field experienced highest current 
velocity compared to the downstream groynes. 
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Data plotted in chapter 4 was consolidated using dimensional analysis and is presented here as plots of 
tip velocity against flow constriction, and flow constriction against tip velocity angle. These plots are 
shown in Figure 5-5 and Figure 5-6.  
 
 
Figure 5-5: Flow constriction effect (GL/BZ) on the groyne tip velocity angle (β) for groynes in a field. Upstream 
groyne 1 (solid circle), central groyne 2 (cross) and downstream groyne 3 (triangle) 
The consolidated plot strongly suggests a correlation between the tip velocity and the flow constriction. 
The plot decline with the increase in the flow constriction may be associated with dissipation effect due 
to long term flow paths associated with eddy recirculation and momentum as a result of slow moving 
flow shown to exist for elliptical eddy circulation. Recirculation eddies and recirculation zones were 
shown in section 4.3 to exist. Friction losses were considered but deemed minimal for such tip current 
variation. 
Presenting the data in the non-dimensional format universal consolidated the data and gave a 
comprehensive perspective on groyne tip velocity for groynes in a field. Thus making it applicable plot 
for groynes tip velocity plotted against flow constriction. However, there are limitation noted by 
Bosboom & Stive (2012) in the equation 3-5 used for velocity scaling. The limitations included the 























Figure 5-6: Flow constriction effect (GL/BZ) on the groyne tip velocity angle (β) for groynes in a field. Upstream 
groyne 1 (solid circle), central groyne 2 (cross) and downstream groyne 3 (triangle) 
The dimensional analysis of Figure 5-5 showed high GL /BZ to result in low scaled groyne tip velocity 
and low GL /BZ results in high tip velocity. As previously stated, this is consistent with Trampaneu et 
al.’s (2004) findings. The groyne tip velocity angle in Figure 5-6 increased with the increase in the flow 
constriction. This was expected since previous studies such as Trampenau et al., (2004), Lucca, (2013) 
and Walker et al., (1991) alluded to high levels of flow constriction associated with rip current or cross 
shore current. The flow constriction showed stronger effect on the flow structure throughout the groyne 
field. Scaling the results more clearly delineated geometric effect on the field and their effect. GS/GL 
showed the effect on the groyne tip velocities. This was evident when the GS was increased. Although 
not possible to quantify accurately, it is the author's opinion that flow constriction was the principle 
contributor. The overall results clarify some of the challenges associated with impermeable groynes. 
Challenges such as local scouring, groyne spacing and groyne length effect on the function of a groyne 
field. The findings are now consolidated to address the research questions 
5.2 Research questions 
How are the flow patterns around impermeable groynes affected by wave conditions and groyne 
spacing?  
The results from this study’s numerical model show that wave conditions significantly affect flow 
patterns that develop within a groyne field. This was found to be the case for a single groyne in previous 
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can cause strong alongshore currents to develop around the groyne tip and an overall increase in 
velocities within a groyne field. The flow constriction ratio GL/BZ developed by Tarnowska (1985) can 
be used to classify flow patterns and delineate three distinct flow structures observed within a groyne 
field. Trampenau et al., (2004) found similar flow patterns to those shown in Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-3 
to develop within a groyne field. However, his study did not describe flow pattern structure 1 depicted 
by Figure 5-1. Lucca, (2013) only modeled a single impermeable groyne thus would not have been able 
to ascertain the circulation zones that develop within a groyne field. Due to waves breaking more 
shoreward for GL/BZ ≥ 1.4, recirculation patterns were found to develop within the groyne field. The 
flow was predominantly cross shore resulting in rip current formation on both sides of each groyne. 
Eddy circulation zones were found to be associated with longer residence time and reverse flow for 
downstream groynes. For similar waves condition acting on a single impermeable groyne, the 
alongshore current is able to re-establish downstream of the lee side eddy, thus no recirculation pattern 
was observed in previous studies such as Lucca (2013) and Pattiaratchi et al., (2009). There was little 
effect on the flow pattern induced by varying groyne spacing within a groyne field. However, the groyne 
tip velocities was significantly affected by the groyne spacing variation although some of the variation 
can be associated with the GL/BZ ratio. It was observed that the flow pattern consisted of a groyne 
leeside eddy and eddy recirculation which was bigger than the lee side eddy circulation for wave 
conditions where eddy recirculation developed. The recirculation eddy did not disappear due to an 
increase in inter-groyne spacing increase, however groyne tip velocities increased on both sides of the 
groyne. Increasing inter-groyne spacing showed shorter residence time, indicating good flushing. 
However, this did show higher current speeds for downstream groynes. This was due to groynes starting 
to perform in isolation. 
What are the possible implications on sediment transport, erosion and accretion? 
Significant erosion and accretion can occur for high wave conditions such as storm events. High 
significant wave heights increase velocities within the groyne field, together with the overall alongshore 
current. These high velocities can pose a risk to the structural stability of the groynes and to their 
efficiency in retaining sediments. This study found that for all types of flow patterns that can develop 
within a groyne field, a saw-tooth shoreline may occur within a groyne field. Flow pattern structure 1 
showed strong rip current to develop on the first groyne on the field. This may result in sediment lost 
out to sea due to rip current, therefore creating sediment deficit downstream. This could lead to both 
scouring on the first groyne and erosion of beaches downstream.  Flow pattern structure 2 showed 
alongshore current dominant system with leeside eddy circulation formation. The eddy circulation does 
create high velocities on the groyne tip and along the groyne which may be associated with erosion and 
scouring. The groyne upstream showed high water surface elevation and low velocities which may be 
associated with sediment accretion. Also showed continuous flow which minimize sediment lost out to 
sea. Flow pattern structure 3 showed very high velocities across the groyne field. Some of the flow 
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bypassed the groyne compartment, creating a high velocities flow path along the groyne tips. This flow 
pattern structure was found to be critical for groyne structural integrity reduction due to high velocities.  
This study’s findings and existing literature strongly suggest that impermeable groynes face a greater 
risk of local scouring, erosion and accretion compared to their permeable (or semipermeable) 
counterparts.  
5.3 Recommendations  
The limited availability of field data on the Durban groyne field was a major limitation for this study. 
The field investigation conducted by Lucca, (2013) focused on the Bay of Plenty groyne, limiting 
perspective of the flow patterns and velocities that can develop within the groyne field. However, the 
field study did show strong rip current developing around the groyne for both high and low tide 
conditions. This suggested that the groynes have low permeability especially for low water level, thus 
performing more like impermeable groynes. This might be due to the rock infill between the reinforced 
concrete piles. One of the advantages of rock infill within the piles is for high water level and significant 
wave height, the permeability in the groyne is effectively increased, thus reducing the risk of accretion 
and erosion. Field studies that extend current measurements across the whole groyne field would 
validate flow patterns and eddy recirculation within a groyne field, it is therefore recommended for 
further study to have current meters across the entire groyne field. The use of Lagrangian measurements 
(e.g. tracking floats) is further recommended in conjunction with current meters. Such a study would 
conclusively determine the flow patterns, velocity components and residence times within the groyne 
field. Field study conducted by Lucca, (2013) did include the effect of the harbor breakwater effect, 
however does not show the full perspective of the entire groyne field as a result of the sheltering effect 
provided by the breakwater. The sheltering effect is evident on Figure 5-4 as upstream groynes 
experience worse deterioration compared to downstream groyne (Bay of Plenty). As previously stated 
on section 5.1, the pattern of deterioration is in contrast to Trampenau’s et al. (2004) and the modelled 
result findings. Therefore it is strongly recommended for future models to comprehensively encompass 
the breakwater effect on the overall efficiency of the groyne field. The results would assist in efficiently 
nourishing the beaches and further assist with calibration of future models.  
The present study has shown that in an impermeable groyne field, the first groyne in the field is exposed 
to high velocities particularly at the tip compared to the remaining downstream groynes. Local scouring 
may therefore be greater on the first groyne compared to the rest of the groynes in the field. This finding 
further affirms literature recommendation of the use of permeable groynes compared to impermeable 
groynes. Varying the groyne permeability within a field and along the groyne may alleviate local 
scouring challenges. Storm conditions showed high velocities path can develop across the groyne tips 
which may result in severe scouring at the groyne tips. It is therefore recommended for future studies 
explore ways to better protect the groynes from scouring during storm conditions. This could include 
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the use of well-established scour protection methods such as rock infill used for breakwater heads. Such 
methods may prove beneficial to preserve structural integrity during storm conditions. However they 
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Model run results 
Table A-1: Results summary for Bay of Plenty  
















9.09 0.9 93 245 300 2.634 1.224 
2 9.09 1.5 90 275 300 3.056 1.091 
 
Table A-2: Results summary for 200 m groyne spacing 










BZ (m) GL (m) GS (m) GL/BZ GS/GL 
B 
1 
1 120 14 
1 93 250 200 2.688 0.800 
2 0 90 200 200 2.222 1.000 
3 -1 100 150 200 1.500 1.333 
4 
2 120 14 
1 170 250 200 1.471 0.800 
5 0 164 200 200 1.220 1.000 
6 -1 193 150 200 0.777 1.333 
7 1 135 14 1 95 250 200 2.632 0.800 
8 
2 135 14 
1 168 250 200 1.488 0.800 
9 0 170 200 200 1.176 1.000 
10 -1 193 150 200 0.777 1.333 
11 
1 150 14 
1 80 250 200 3.125 0.800 
12 0 80 200 200 2.500 1.000 
13 -1 82 150 200 1.829 1.333 
14 
2 150 14 
1 160 250 200 1.563 0.800 
15 0 160 200 200 1.250 1.000 
16 -1 160 150 200 0.938 1.333 
 
Table A-3: Result summary for 250 m groyne spacing  










BZ (m) GL (m) GS (m) GL/BZ GS/GL 
C 
1 
1 120 14 
1 86 250 250 2.907 1.000 
2 0 86 200 250 2.326 1.250 
3 -1 86 150 250 1.744 1.667 
4 
2 120 14 
1 160 250 250 1.563 1.000 
5 0 160 200 250 1.250 1.250 
6 -1 160 150 250 0.938 1.667 
7 3 120 14 0 234 200 250 0.855 1.250 
Cs* 
8 
3.5 120 14 
1 306 250 250 0.817 1.000 
9 0 300 200 250 0.667 1.250 
10 -1 300 150 250 0.500 1.667 
11 
3.5 135 14 
1 300 250 250 0.833 1.000 
12 0 300 200 250 0.667 1.250 
13 -1 300 150 250 0.500 1.667 
14 3.5 150 14 1 250 250 250 1.000 1.000 
15 0 250 200 250 0.800 1.250 
16 -1 250 150 250 0.600 1.667 
* Storm conditions 
Table A-4: Result summary for 300 m groyne spacing  










BZ (m) GL (m) GS (m) GL/BZ GS/GL 
D 
1 
1 120 14 
1 90 250 300 2.778 1.200 
2 0 100 200 300 2.000 1.500 
3 -1 90 150 300 1.667 2.000 
4 
2 120 14 
1 150 250 300 1.667 1.200 
5 0 155 200 300 1.290 1.500 
6 -1 180 150 300 0.833 2.000 
7 3 120 14 0 250 200 300 0.800 1.500 
8 
1 45 14 
1 85 250 300 2.941 1.200 
9 0 90 200 300 2.222 1.500 
10 -1 90 150 300 1.667 2.000 
11 
2 45 14 
1 150 250 300 1.667 1.200 
12 0 150 200 300 1.333 1.500 
13 -1 160 150 300 0.938 2.000 
14 3 45 14 0 220 200 300 0.909 1.500 
15 
1 150 14 
1 75 250 300 3.333 1.200 
16 0 75 200 300 2.667 1.500 
17 -1 76 150 300 1.974 2.000 
18 
2 150 14 
1 125 250 300 2.000 1.200 
19 0 145 200 
 
300 1.379 1.500 
20 -1 140 150 300 1.071 2.000 
 
Table A-5: Result summary for 350 m groyne spacing  














GS (m) GL/BZ GS/GL 
E 
1 
1 120 14 
1 82 250 350 3.049 1.400 
2 0 90 200 350 2.222 1.750 
3 -1 90 150 350 1.667 2.333 
4 
2 120 14 
1 150 250 350 1.667 1.400 
5 0 150 200 350 1.333 1.750 
6 -1 165 150 350 0.909 2.333 
7 3 120 14 0 220 200 350 0.909 1.750 
8 
1 45 14 
1 80 250 350 3.125 1.400 
9 0 85 200 350 2.353 1.750 
10 -1 84 150 350 1.786 2.333 
11 2 45 14 1 150 250 350 1.667 1.400 
12 0 150 200 350 1.333 1.750 
13 -1 160 150 350 0.938 2.333 
14 3 45 14 0 220 200 350 0.909 1.750 
15 
1 150 14 
1 70 250 350 3.571 1.400 
16 0 70 200 350 2.857 1.750 
17 -1 75 150 350 2.000 2.333 
18 
2 150 14 
1 150 250 350 1.667 1.400 
19 0 155 200 350 1.290 1.750 
20 -1 160 150 350 0.938 2.333 
 
Table A-6: Result summary for 400 m groyne spacing  










BZ (m) GL (m) GS (m) GL/BZ GS/GL 
F 
1 
1 120 14 
1 83 250 400 3.012 1.600 
2 0 90 200 400 2.222 2.000 
3 -1 90 150 400 1.667 2.667 
4 2 120 14 1 150 250 400 1.667 1.600 
5 0 150 200 400 1.333 2.000 
6 -1 163 150 400 0.920 2.667 
7 3 120 14 0 218 200 400 0.917 2.000 
8 1 45 14 1 80 250 400 3.125 1.600 
9 0 85 200 400 2.353 2.000 
10 -1 84 150 400 1.786 2.667 
11 2 45 14 1 150 250 400 1.667 1.600 
12 0 150 200 400 1.333 2.000 
13 -1 160 150 400 0.938 2.667 
14 3 45 14 0 220 200 400 0.909 2.000 
15 1 150 14 1 70 250 400 3.571 1.600 
16 0 70 200 400 2.857 2.000 
17 -1 75 150 400 2.000 2.667 
18 2 150 14 1 135 250 400 1.852 1.600 
19 0 141 200 400 1.418 2.000 
20 -1 143 150 400 1.049 2.667 
Fs* 
21 3.5 120 14 1 300 250 400 0.833 1.600 
22 0 300 200 400 0.667 2.000 
23 -1 300 150 400 0.500 2.667 
24 3.5 135 14 1 300 250 400 0.833 1.600 
25 0 300 200 400 0.667 2.000 
26 -1 300 150 400 0.500 2.667 
27 3.5 150 14 1 250 250 400 1.000 1.600 
28 0 268 200 400 0.746 2.000 
29 -1 250 150 400 0.600 2.667 
 
Table A-7: Result summary for 450 m groyne spacing  


















1 1 120 14 1 81 250 450 3.086 1.800 
2 0 90 200 450 2.222 2.250 
3    -1 90 150 450 1.667 3.000 
4 2 120 14 1 150 250 450 1.667 1.800 
5 0 150 200 450 1.333 2.250 
6 -1 160 150 450 0.938 3.000 
 
Table A-8: Result summary for 500 m groyne spacing   












GL (m) GS (m) GL/BZ GS/GL 
H 
1 1 120 14 0 90 200 500 2.222 2.500 
2 -1 82 150 500 1.829 3.333 
 
Table A-9: Result summary for 600 m groyne spacing   



















1 120 14 
1 80 250 500 3.125 2.000 
2 0 80 200 500 2.500 3.000 






1 150 250 500 1.667 2.000 
5 0 150 200 500 1.333 2.500 







1 310 250 600 0.806 2.400 
8 0 300 200 600 0.667 3.000 
9 -1 305 150 600 0.492 4.000 
10 
3.5 135 14 
1 304 250 600 0.822 2.400 
11 0 300 200 600 0.667 3.000 
12 -1 300 150 600 0.500 4.000 
13 
3.5 150 14 
1 250 250 600 1.000 2.400 
14 0 268 200 600 0.746 3.000 












RESIDENCE TIME RESULTS 
  
Residence time results 

































0 2.500 1.000 
150 
9.142 7.82 2.440 2.852 
-1 1.829 1.333 15.313 14.65 0.820 0.858 
1 1 2.632 0.800 135 17.171 5.70 2.028 6.106 
2 1 1.488 0.800 135 41.806 21.46 0.833 1.623 
1 
1 2.688 0.800 
120 
17.233 5.90 2.021 5.907 
0 2.222 1.000 16.944 11.13 1.316 2.004 
-1 1.500 1.333 28.596 22.40 0.439 0.561 
2 
0 1.220 1.000 
120 
29.673 36.46 0.752 0.612 
-1 0.777 1.333 37.048 18.65 0.339 0.673 
 






























0 2.326 1.250 
120 
10.62 6.84 2.625 4.079 
-1 1.744 1.667 8.37 5.79 1.876 2.714 
3.5 
1 0.817 1.000 
120 
34.64 26.14 1.253 1.660 
0 0.667 1.250 21.75 15.05 1.282 1.852 
-1 0.500 1.667 8.97 7.65 1.741 2.042 
3.5 
1 0.833 1.000 
135 
37.61 28.36 1.154 1.531 
0 0.667 1.250 23.75 16.62 1.169 1.671 
-1 0.500 1.667 12.58 11.85 1.242 1.318 
 




































1 3.333 1.200 
150 
8.495 8.830 6.131 5.899 
0 2.667 1.500 6.807 6.772 4.897 4.922 
-1 1.974 2.000 7.587 5.208 2.471 3.600 
2 
1 2.000 1.200 
150 
20.221 28.314 2.576 1.839 
0 1.379 1.500 15.308 15.737 2.178 2.118 
-1 1.071 2.000 13.404 13.237 1.399 1.417 
1 
1 2.941 1.200 
45 
10.576 5.425 4.925 9.601 
0 2.222 1.500 9.934 5.960 3.356 5.593 
-1 1.667 2.000 10.085 5.686 1.859 3.297 
2 
1 1.667 1.200 
45 
28.314 20.221 1.839 2.576 
0 1.333 1.500 15.646 15.207 2.131 2.192 
-1 0.938 2.000 14.123 13.254 1.328 1.415 
3 0 0.909 1.500 45 17.783 16.804 1.874 1.984 
1 
1 2.778 1.200 
120 
14.853 12.333 2.244 2.703 
0 2.000 1.500 10.381 8.967 3.211 3.717 
-1 1.667 2.000 8.330 6.570 2.251 2.854 
2 
1 1.667 1.200 
120 
11.762 25.640 4.428 2.031 
0 1.290 1.500 14.171 16.427 2.352 2.029 
-1 0.833 2.000 11.762 11.646 1.594 1.610 
 
































1 3.125 1.400 
45 
36.716 26.527 1.660 2.297 
0 2.353 1.750 12.618 8.452 3.094 4.619 
-1 1.786 2.333 10.462 8.245 2.101 2.666 
2 
1 1.667 1.400 
45 
36.716 26.527 1.655 2.291 
0 1.333 1.750 19.034 24.013 2.043 1.619 
-1 0.938 2.333 13.388 8.498 1.634 2.574 
3 0 0.909 1.750 45 25.672 28.472 1.515 1.366 
1 
1 3.049 1.400 
120 
2.153 3.509 11.125 18.132 
0 2.222 1.750 12.683 12.347 3.078 3.162 
-1 1.667 2.333 9.475 9.358 2.349 2.320 
 
































1 1.000 1.600 
150 
36.711 55.147 1.892 1.259 
0 0.746 2.000 33.859 42.389 1.313 1.048 
-1 0.600 2.667 28.136 29.242 0.889 0.855 
3.5 
1 0.833 1.600 
135 
36.293 52.502 1.913 1.323 
0 0.667 2.000 32.826 39.701 1.354 1.119 
-1 0.500 2.667 25.103 26.449 0.996 0.945 
3.5 
1 0.833 1.600 
120 
35.184 43.333 1.263 1.026 
-1 0.500 2.667 20.124 19.678 1.242 1.270 
1 0 2.222 2.000 120 14.628 17.177 3.050 2.597 
 


































1.333 2.250 6.89 6.56 7.287 7.646 
-1 0.938 3.000 5.31 5.15 5.321 5.488 
 


































2.222 2.250 15.667 15.92 3.559 3.502 
-1 1.829 3.000 11.480 14.39 2.736 2.182 
 
































1 0 135 2.500 3.000 23.57 24.69 2.839 2.710 




0.822 2.400 80.71 102.06 1.291 1.021 
0 0.667 3.000 64.50 67.38 1.034 0.989 




















Predicted current speed vector plot 
 
Figure C-1: Predicted current speed vector plot for (Hs = 1 m; Tp = 14 s;  θ = 45
0; MWL = 0) and GS = 300 m (Model run D9) 
Figure C-2: Predicted current speed vector plot for (Hs = 2 m; Tp = 14 s;  θ = 45
0; MWL = 0) and GS = 300 m (Model run D12) 
Figure C-3: Predicted current speed vector plot for (Hs = 3 m; Tp = 14 s;  θ = 45
0; MWL = 0) and GS = 300 m (Model run D14)   
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Figure C-4: Predicted current speed vector plot for (Hs = 1 m; Tp = 14 s; θ = 45
0; MWL = 0) and GS = 300 m (Model run D9) 
Figure C-5: Predicted current speed vector plot for (Hs = 1 m; Tp = 14 s; θ = 45
0; MWL = -1) and GS = 300 m (Model run D10) 
Figure C-6: Predicted current speed vector plot for (Hs = 1 m; Tp = 14 s; θ = 45
0; MWL = 1) and GS = 300 m (Model run D8) 
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Figure C-7: Current speed vector plot for wave condition (Hs = 2 m; Tp = 14 s; θ = 45
0; MWL = 0) and GS = 300 m (Model run D12) 
Figure C-8: Current speed vector plot for wave condition (Hs = 2 m; Tp = 14 s; θ = 45
0; MWL = -1) and GS = 300 m (Model run D10) 
Figure C-9: Current speed vector plot for wave condition (Hs = 2 m; Tp = 14 s; θ = 45
0; MWL = 1) and GS = 300 m (Model run D11) 
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Figure C-10: Predicted current speed vector plot for wave condition (𝐻𝑠 = 1 m; 𝑇𝑝 = 14 s; θ = 120
0; MWL = 0) GS/GL=1 (Model run B2) 
Figure C-11: Predicted current speed vector plot for wave condition (𝐻𝑠 = 1 m; 𝑇𝑝 = 14 s; θ = 120
0; MWL = 0) GS/GL=1.75 (Model run E2) 
Figure C-12: Predicted current speed vector plot for wave condition (𝐻𝑠 = 1 m; 𝑇𝑝 = 14 s; θ = 120
0; MWL = 0) GS/GL =2.25 (Model run G2) 
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